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LIAS supports the creation of
an interfaith space on campus
BY CARLY SIMPSON
ASSOCIATEIHILANTHORN.COM

he University Academic Senate voted
on Friday to support the creation of an
interfaith space on Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale Campus. The
space would be open to all students for
uses such as meditation and prayer.
According to the 2010 Climate Study at GVSU,
67 percent of the respondents were affiliated with a
Christian denomination, 21 percent said they had
no spiritual affiliation and 10 percent identified with
a non-Christian religion.
Last year, a Student Senate resolution prompted
the idea for an interfaith space to accommodate the
needs of all students. Currently, the Cook-DeWitt
Center is available for Christian students and there
is a small cubicle in the Kirkhof Center
for students of other faiths.
“The current (interfaith) space is
KC 2244, which is not even a room,
though it has a room number,” said
Karen Gipson, chair of the UAS and
the Executive Committee of the Senate.
“It’s kind of a corded off area on a balcony
which is very noisy.”
Since the senate’s resolution, the group’s
president Andrew Plague has partnered with
Gipson to put a plan into action.
Plague said the idea for the new interfaith
space is for it to be a 1,000 square-foot room lo
cated in the Kirkhof Center, due to the buildings
late hours of operation which will help accommo
date students’ various class and work schedules.
“The goal is for something to be developed this
summer so that when students come back to cam
pus in the fall the space is finalized and open for
use,” Plague said. “This has been something that
people have been pushing for for a long time and
SEE RELIGION ON AS

The Lanthorn wants to hear
about issues you've been
having on or around campus

CHRISTIAN

GVl| KEVIN SIELAFF

FAITH: GVSU student Ahmed Algrenawi kneels in prayer in the current interfaith space In
the Kirkhof Center. The Student Senate hopes to create a larger space for students.

NON-CHRISTIAN

t Grand Valley State
PERCENTAGE OF RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS AT GVSU, DATA FROM
University, it is often
stressed that students
are welcome to bring
concerns to the Stu
dent Senate, University Academic
Senate or other administrators and
governing bodies on campus. As a
model for how students should par
ticipate in the democratic process,
it is imperative that the university
teach students how to be engaged,
active citizens.
BY GABRIELLA PATTI
WHAT IS ISIS' GOAL?
Many people forget that the Lan
GPATTIIBILANTHORN.COM
White said their stated goal is to have the ca
thorn can also work to bring atten
liphate restored.
WHAT
IS
ISIS?
tion to a problem and investigate
“The political goal for sheiks is to keep
ISIS stands for the Islamic State of Iraq and
into how it can be solved. After all,
their
(Sunni) tribes from being massacred,”
Syria. Jonathan White, professor of interdisci
the Lanthorn is a college newspaper
said
White.
“They do not want to be domi
plinary studies at Grand Valley State Univer
that is run by students, for students.
nated by Shi’ites.”
sity
and
a
consultant
to
state,
local
and
federal
In an attempt to better serve the
History professor, Chad Lingwood, said that
governments, said they are a disenfranchised
students of GVSU, the Lanthorn is
one
school of thought is that the caliphate has
Ba’athist militant group led by an Iraqi, Abu
introducing its newest campaign
been
resurrected to “reawaken” Islam.
Bakr al-Baghdadi.
called “What’s your problem?”
“When there were caliphs, that is to say, from
White
said
they
originally
emerged
in
2006
We want to hear about issues
and according to Terrorist Research & Analy the seventh through the 13th century, Muslim
you’ve run into at GVSU. Having
sis Consortium (TRAC), it “evolved in one of societies were, generally speaking, much more
trouble getting a problem with your
the main jihadist groups fighting government advanced and prosperous than neighboring
classes solved? Wondering why the
non-Muslim societies,” said Lingwood.
forces in Syria and Iraq.”
university doesn’t have a certain
Lingwood said ISIS may equate the caliphate
White said they maintain a rule by terror.
service that you think is necessary?
with
those early centuries in Islamic society.
ISIS, lead by al-Baghdadi, is a collection of
Heard a rumor and want to know
insurgent groups including Saddam Hussein’s
if its true or not? E-mail editorial!®
WHAT IS A CALIPHATE?
military officers and street thugs.
lanthorn.com and let us know.
Lingwood said the caliph is the person
While we can’t solve all of your
deemed
most qualified by Muslims to be the
WHAT IS ISIL; ARE THEY THE SAME THING?
problems, we can certainly investi
successor
of Muhammad as the leader of the
“ISIL includes Lebanon and what used to be
gate into an issue you’ve been having
Muslim community.
Greater
Syria,”
said
White.
"ISIS
is
Iraq
or
Syria.”
and see if we can help. This is not an
“This official title is normally associated with
White said the group only cares about the
advice column, but an open forum
the
Sunni tradition within Islam,” Lingwood
“Islamic State” portion. He added that it is ac
for voicing concerns about GVSU-re
said.
“In general, Shi’ite Muslims, who are a mi
ceptable to call the group ISIS or ISIL.
lated issues. E-mail us your questions
nority within the tradition, do not acknowledge
and we’ll look into the issue for you.

O

SOlO CAMPUS CLIMATE SURVEY

Six questions you were
too afraid to ask about ISIS

apartments

|

meadowscrossing.ndi

the place to be
616.892.2/00

the legitimacy of the caliphate. Their religious
leaders were called imams, and were direct de
scendants of Muhammad, usually through his
daughter, Fatima.”
Lingwood said the caliph, or caliphate, has
long been a divisive issue among Muslims.
SHOULD THE UNITED STATES BE FRIGHTENED?

White said ISIS is a regional threat, but they
are our concern because they threaten the Unit
ed States’ best allies in the area, the Kurds.
“They have potential to become an interna
tional threat,” White said. “But only a low level
threat, by getting people to mimic them and do
ing random acts of terrorism.”
President Barack Obama said the threat of
ISIS should not scare Americans.
“When you harm our citizens, when you
threaten the United States, when you threaten
our allies, it doesn’t frighten us. It unites us,”
Obama said in a recent press conference.
White agrees with the president.
“A few guys with bombs are not going to
overthrow the U.S.,” he said.
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‘LITTLE IMMIGRANTS* FILM SHOWING

Grand Valley State University will show the film
"Little Immigrants" in the Cook DeWitt Center
auditorium at noon and at 8 p.m. in the Loosemoore
auditorium on the Pew Campus on Tuesday. Co
director Sonia Fritz will lead a discussion following
the film. The event is free and open to the public.
The 2007 documentary shows thejoumey of two
undocumented children as they cross the border be
tween the United States and Mexico to rejoin their
mother in the north. The film highlights the strug
gles the family faces in adapting to a new language
and culture in a new home.
For more information, visit www.cineaste.com/
articles/latina-documentarian-an-interview-withsonia-fritz-web-exclusive.
ALTERNATIVE BREAKS INFORMATION NIGHT

Alternative Breaks is hosting its first informa
tional meeting at 8 p.m. in the Henry Hall atrium on
Tuesday at Grand Valley State University. Alternative
Breaks is a service-learning student group that
organizes local and national mission trips during
winter and spring break.
Students are encouraged to attend if they are
interested in volunteering, meeting new people, trav
eling or learning about social issues. They will meet
site leaders and learn about this year’s trips.
For those who cannot attend, another informa
tional night will be held on Oct. 20 at 8 p.m. in the
Grand River Room of the Kirkhof Center. For more
information, find Alternative Breaks on Orgsync or
contact them at alt.breaksllgmail.com.
SCHOLARSHIP WORKSHOP

The Grand Valley State University Frederik Meijer
Office of Fellowships is presenting the NSEP David L.
Boren Scholarship workshop at noon in Room 216 of
the Mary Idema Pew Library on Wednesday.
The Boren Scholarship is available for undergradu
ate students who will be studying underrepresented
languages in Africa, Asia, Central and Eastern Europe,
Latin American, the Caribbean and the Middle East.
The GVSU deadline is mid-January 2015, and the na
tional deadline is early February 2015.
For more information, visit www.gvsu.edu/fellowships or www.borenawards.org/program.
FUTURE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEETING

The Grand Valley State University Future Alumni
Association will meet in the Alumni House on
Wednesday at 6 p.m. This organization focuses on
helping students develop leadership skills, create a
professional network and form permanent connec
tions with campus after graduation.
The Future Alumni Association is hosting its annual
'Dinner with 7 Lakers’ networking event at 6:30 p.m.
on Oct. 22. This event will feature individuals from
different backgrounds and careers who will give stu
dents advice for the future. Registration is preferred.
For more information, visit www.gvsu.edu/faa/.

s
INCLUSIVE: The Student Senate is working with the University Academic Senate to create a larger interfaith space on

GVSU’s campus for students of all faiths and beliefs to use for prayer, meditation and other spiritual rituals.

RELIGION
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were really trying to make
it happen together, and we
want to make sure when it
happens, it’s right.”
Plague said the interfaith
space will not be used for
group activities such as bible
studies. Instead, it will be a
place for students to come

CONTINUED FROM A1
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WILL THEY LAST?

White said most experts
believe that ISIS is at the height
of its ability to expand.
“Mainstream Muslims are
against them,” he said.
White also said that be
cause of the unusual alliances
and the many groups that
form it, it won’t last.
Ling wood
said
that
among groups and individu
als classified as extremists or
militants, “there has been a
call to re-establish the Mus
lim caliphate.”
Lingwood believes this is
unlikely because through

out Islamic history caliphs
have been overthrown and
challenged.
“The notion that simply
having a caliphate will neces
sarily bring about harmony,
piety, justice and prosperity
is not reflected in Islam’s his
tory,” Lingwood said. “This, I
think, is something ISIS does
not realize.”
White said it could only
be eradicated completely if
a military occupation oc
curred with large military
powers.
“Terrorism is here to stay,”
White said. “All you need is
a group that is irritated that
has access to weapons and
the ability to travel.”

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to computing.
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and staff.
The next step for Gipson
and Plague is to gather feed
back from the campus com
munity about their needs for
the interfaith space. Students
with suggestions or com
ments should email Plague
at plaguea@mail.gvsu.edu.
Faculty and staff can email
Gipson at gipsonk@mail.
gvsu.edu.

second Grand gators with the Ottawa
Valley
State County Sheriff’s Depart
University stu ment, Boes was trying to
dent has been cross 48th Avenue at West
hit by a car on Campus Drive. The car was
by 18-year-old Zach
48th Avenue while driven
on their
way home from the Allen ary Drescher. The crash re
dale Campus. Isaac Boes was mains under investigation.
The first incident on 48th
hit on Saturday just before
1:30 a.m. and was taken to Avenue occurred on Sept. 6.
the hospital, though no inju GVSU student Brooke Tomcsik was hit by a car that then
ries were life-threatening.
According to investi drove away.

ISIS

VOL

the practice of the people in
it,” he said. “We want it to not
reflect any sort of leaning be
cause it should be interfaith
which includes nonfaiths too.
If you’re agnostic or atheist
and you’re meditating it’d be
nice to not be surrounded by
religious iconography.”
Gipson also said they are
looking into installing foot
washing stations on campus
for Muslim students, faculty

Another GV student hit
by car on 48th Avenue

GV8U POLICE ACAOEMY

The Grand Valley State University School of
Criminal Justice’s police academy is offering two
informational sessions. The police academy takes
place from May to August. The 16-week program
offers students the opportunity to learn how to be
successful law enforcement officers.
The first informational session is Tuesday,
Sept. 30 from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in Room B1116 in
Mackinac Hall.
The second informational session will be held on
Wednesday, Oct. 1 from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Room
109D in the DeVos Center on the downtown Pew
Campus.
For more information on the police academy, visit
www.gvsu.edu/cj/policeacademy/.

independently, or with small
groups, to pray or meditate
individually.
“It’s like a drop in space,
a lot more personal,” he
said. “Maybe friends would
go there together, but it’s
not going to be a group
worship space.”
Plague also added that the
room will not have spiritual
objects or decorations inside.
“The room should take on
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GV marketing program to host career night
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZIN8KI
ASSISTANTNEWS
OLANTHORN.COM

he Grand Valley State
University marketing
department and the
GVSU American Mar
keting Association are
co-sponsoring a mar
keting career night from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. in the L. William Seidman Cen
ter s Loosemoore Forum on Oct. 6.
Maria Landon, a GVSU affiliate
marketing professor, said the career
night will showcase 16 to 18 local
nonprofit and for-profit businesses
including Meijer, Priority Health,
Steelcase and the United Way.
Landon added that some of these
recruiters are GVSU alumni.
“This event kicks off marketing
week,” she said. “Students don’t need
to be a marketing major to attend.”
Landon said the career night
has always been successful in the
past because it allows students to
network with potential employers,
learn tips for obtaining a job or in
ternship and ask questions.
Students who major in market
ing have a broad range of career
options, ranging from sales and
advertising to research and prod
uct development, she added.
“We encourage students to do in
ternships, but it’s not required,” Land
on said. “You have to start somewhere.
I tell my students you never make an
investment unless there’s a payoff’
Kevin Lehnert, a GVSU assistant
marketing professor, said this event
will help prepare students for the uni
versity-wide career fair on Oct. 21.

“We are really focusing on try
ing to provide strong interactions
between students and employers,”
Lehnert said. “Getting jobs is a
marathon, not a sprint. They need
to start thinking now.”
He added that the event will have
a more intimate structure, with
each employer having a table where
students can sit down and have a
conversation with them. Lehnert
said the goal of this is to have a twoway interaction and engagement.
“We want to show that we commit
to students, not just inside but outside
the classroom,” Lehnert said. “We
want them to learn a lot and feel con
fident being able to apply for a job.”
Amanda Jakubowski is the pres
ident of the GVSU chapter of the
American Marketing Association,
a national organization that is open
to all students regardless of their
major. Jakubowski is a senior ma
joring in marketing and minoring
in advertising and public relations.
“I am looking forward to the im
pact that marketing careers night will
have on individuals,” she said. “These
are professionals who are great con
nections, open to mentoring and
might have positions available.”
Jakubowski added that majoring
in marketing is beneficial for any
student after college.
“We are always marketing our
selves from what we wear, what we
eat, what we drive, how we inter
view,” she said. “We are basically a
walking billboard. Marketing is the
visible part of business.”
Students planning to attend the
marketing career night should wear

PROFESSIONALS: Grand Valley State University is hosting a marketing career night on Oct. 6. Students will
have a chance to discuss job opportunities with employers from nonprofit and for-profit businesses.

professional attire and bring busi
ness cards or a resume.
According to Institutional Analy
sis, 688 students were pursuing a ma
jor in marketing at the beginning of
the current fall semester. Last year, 1%
students out of the 877 students in the
Seidman College of Business obtained

their Bachelors of Arts in marketing.
According to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics website, employment oppor
tunities for marketing managers are
expected to grow 13 percent between
2012 and 2022. The job outlook for
advertising, promotions and market
ing managers is expected to grow 12

percent in the same time period.
To get involved with the Ameri
can Marketing Association, visit
www.amagvsu.com/.

GO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/marketing
FOR MORE ABOUT THE MAJOR

Most popular majors at GV Michigan ranked as ninth
KATIE ZIOLKOWSKI

least happy state in U.S.

BY ALLISON RIBICK
ARIBICKOLANTHORN.COM
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TEACHER TAKEOVER: The College of Education is the most popular major with 1,378

students. Exercise science, psychology and biomedical science are also popular majors.

College of Education has most undergraduates
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZOLANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State
University offers
over 200 areas of
study, including
86 undergradu
ate majors and 33 graduate
programs. Within these pro
grams, there are several un
dergraduate majors that stand
out as favorites among the stu
dents of GVSU.
The first of these favorites
is the College of Education
which currently has 1,378
students in their program.
The college has a total of 178
freshman, 261 sophomores,
321 juniors and 618 seniors.
“Our education students
want to make a difference in

students’ lives, build strong
relationships with students
and inspire students to
succeed,” said Elaine Col
lins, dean of the College of
Education. “They hold the
belief that they can make a
difference by reaching one
child, one classroom, one
school building, one dis
trict, etc. at a time.”
As part of the 50th an
niversary of the College of
Education this year, the 50th
committee asked current
initial certification practicum students to “shout out”
why they chose to pursue a
career path in education (i.e.
elementary, secondary, spe
cial education and gradu
ate teacher certification).

Students responded with
various reasons including:
“I want to make a difference
in students’ lives;” “I want to
inspire children/students to
be the best they can be;” and
“When I realized I could be
a constant, stable, trustwor
thy, positive adult in a child’s
life - sometimes one of just
a very few such adults - and
provide for them an envi
ronment where they felt safe
to explore, learn and grow, I
knew what I wanted, needed
to do.”
To keep students engaged
and provide opportunities
for all, a new study abroad
opportunity
during
the
SEE MAJORS ON A5

newly released
study
shows
that Michigan is
the ninth least
happy state in
America. Published on Wal
let Hub, a financial website,
“2014’s Most and Least Hap
py States in America” gath
ered its information from the
United States Census Bureau
and the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention,
among other sources. The
findings were based off of
three categories - emotional
and physical well-being,
work and community and
environment and recreation
al activities.
Michigan was ranked 39th
in the recreational category,
which included things such as
weather ranking, divorce rate,
number of children, popula
tion growth and safety.
The work category was the
best for Michigan, at 30th,
which included commute
time, income level, work
hours, job security and long
term unemployment rate.
Michigan’s downfall was
its health ranking, however,
since it landed at 40th. Physi
cal and emotional health,
obesity, binge drinking, life
expectancy, sports partici
pation and suicide rate were
among the things studied.
Jill Gonzalez, a Wallet
Hub spokesperson, further
explained the findings relat
ed to Michigan.
“Michigan had the 10th
highest amount of heart at
tacks last year, which brought
it down in the emotional and
physical well-being category,”

Gonzalez said. “About 21 per mural sports and clubs play
cent of Michigan residents a part in community as well.
answered that they had some
Sampson noted the signif
form of depression too.”
icance of support groups and
The study found that their impact.
“Groups can be fantastic
health was more of a factor
to sit and share our experi
in happiness than wealth.
With this information in ences with other people,” he
mind, Grand Valley State said. “It can be a normaliz
University offers many re ing experience.”
GVSU students may also at
sources and services, such as
the Counseling Center, for tend events and programs that
students who are feeling de offer stress relief and guidance.
As a part of the Counsel
pressed or unsatisfied with
ing Center’s outreach program,
their lives.
The Counseling Center there are Play Days in the mid
works to help students find out dle of each semester that re
mind students to
the roots of their
depression and
take a break once
suggests clubs to
in a while. The
“Michigan had
join for support.
event will hap
Mark Samp
the 10th highest pen in the Kirkson, associate
hof Lounge and
amount of heart Lawn from 10
director and di
a.m. to 2 p.m. on
rector of clini
attacks last
Oct. 6 and will
cal services at
year..."
the Counseling
include games
and activities.
Center, encour
JILL GONZALEZ
ages students to
For students
WALLET HUB
who are curious
walk through
SPOKESPERSON
as to whether
the door.
they are suffer
“I can’t tell
you how many
ing from depres
people are like, ‘This is not sion or anxiety and would like
what I expected,”’ Sampson more information, Depres
said. “If we can just get peo sion Screening Day is on Oct.
ple to come through the door 9 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The
Counseling Center staff will
and talk to us, they will see.”
A sense of commu be at various locations such as
nity and making sure stu the Kirkhof Center, the Fielddents’ feel like they belong house and the DeVos Center,
can have a huge impact on to help students have a better
their emotional state. The understanding of what they
Women’s Center, the LGBT are going through. Screenings
Center and the Office of are free and private.
Multicultural Affairs are
departments that the Coun
GO TO:
seling Center often refers
www.gvsu.edu/counsel
students to in order to make
sure they feel connected to
FOR MORE INFORMATION
the wider community. Intra
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Evaluating the new science building

BY KELLY SMITH
EDITORAUOLANTHORN.COM

he Science
Laboratory Build
ing will expand
Grand Valleys
capabilities to
educate students interested in
pursuing fields in the STEM and

health professions,” the Grand
Valley State University website
says concerning the new building
under a instruction across from
Henry and Patinos halk
That area had been bar
ren of all grass and student life
since I’ve been at GV, and I’ve
wondered what exactly that new
building would be. Apparently,
it will eventually hold more
science labs and classrooms.
Wait a minute.. .aren’t there
enough classrooms and labs in
Henry and Padnos? According
to the GV website, the buildings
purpose is for additional space
due to Grand Valleys “growth in
undergraduate study, research
and experimentation.”

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE

Do you think GVSU is
welcoming to people of all
religions on campus?

So, this new building that’s
nearing completion is another
science building. I know I am not
alone in hearing this and won
dering if we really need another
science building, but the website
reports that it is a necessary
addition. This just goes to show
how much GV is impacted by
its science majors. Were looking
at “nine classrooms, 15 teaching
laboratories, 14 faculty and stu
dent research laboratories, study
spaces, offices and a greenhouse.”
Another greenhouse? I suppose
that’s a good idea if we have this
many demands for another sci
ence building.
Now, I am not a science
major. In fact, the only science

courses I plan on taking are
those which will satisfy my gen
ed requirements. However, all
the times I’ve walked from the
music building to Fresh and vice
versa, I’ve passed the greenhouse
outside of Padnos and briefly
wondered what the greenhouses
purpose is. In other words, what
classes involve the greenhouse?
Again, I don’t know because
I’m not a science major, but the
thought has passed my mind
It’s also recently struck me how
large the science buildings are
compared to other academic
buildings that hold classrooms
(though Mackinac does come
dose, I suppose).
So, this new science build

THIS ISSUE’S
QUESTION:
Do you think GVSU is
welcoming to people
of all religions on
campus'?
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ERIC SLIVOVSKI
“I haven't met anyone at Grand Valley who

ing is being constructed for the
increasing STEM field work in
Grand Valleys science depart
ment. It makes me wonder if
the science department, or any
department for that matter,
will continue to grow overtime,
requiring even more buildings.
Ifthat’s the case, where will
they go? But it’s probably not
the best idea to think too far
ahead right now. I mean, we
haven’t even seen the new sci
ence building complete yet.
Whatever happens in the
future is unknown, but what we
can assume is that this new science building will give sdence
majors or all kinds of majors
the opportunity to expand their

learning and provide adequate
space to do so. Just like a music
major needs their equipment,
a warm-up room and a stage,
a biology major needs their lab
and materials.
We all know very well how
much GV values the education of
its students, so it’s no surprise that
such necessary steps are taken to
ensure that all students have what
they need to succeed GVSU may
not be the perfect top-notch uni
versity, but all that is needed to be
a great university is one that puts
the needs of students first This is
why we have a new library, a new
office building at Zumberge Hall
and why we will soon be looking
at a new science building
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hasn't been welcoming, but I don't know if
we have the infrastructure or facilities...there
isn't anything for Jewish people or Muslims’

By Leah Fishwick

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Communication Studies
HOMETOWN .-Chicago, III.

ALEXANDER SIMMONS
*1 do. but mainly Christian-based religions. We
have a lot of Christian-based clubs’

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Psychology
HOMETOWN: Detroit, Mich.

MEGAN REEVES
"Yes, because of all the organizations on
campus. Cook-DeWitt is very open, they have a
lot of open services."

lfishwick(a)lanthorn.com

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Health Communications
HOMETOWN: Detroit. Mich.

EDITORIAL

ADRIAN RIOS
‘There are certain religious groups that are
over-represented, but all the major world

Establishing an interfaith space is a necessary
addition to campus and aids in inclusion efforts

religions are able to worship here or in the
greater Grand Rapids area.’
YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Anthropology
HOMETOWN: Lansing, Mich.
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GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?

WE’LL LISTEN.
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modations for students, faculty and staff who
are not a part of the majority. Student Senate
President Andrew Plague has been working
closely with Karen Gipson, the chair of the
University Academic Senate and the Execu
tive Committee of the Senate, to establish an
interfaith space on campus. This space would
be open to all students even those who have
no spiritual affiliation but instead need a
place to meditate or reflect
This interfaith space Ls long overdue at
GVSU, and its creation should be a priority.
It’s embarrassing that a liberal arts university
of GVSUs size doesn’t already have a space
for students of all religioas and beliefs.
Plague and Gipson are now looking for
feedback from the campus community. They
ask that students faculty and staffcome to
them with ideas about what to include in the
interfaith space. This is an opportunity for
the GVSU community to help build a space

that actually seeks to include, engage and
support a diverse group of students faculty
and staff. A space that will allow Christian,
Muslim and Jewish students to pray in the
same room, as well as the non -Abrahamic
faiths. A space that recognizes that atheists
and agnostics need a place to reflect on their
world views too.
This is an opportunity to bring together
different faiths a task that can often be
daunting in today’s society where religious
tolerance isn’t always the norm. This space
can provide a place for students to see how
those of other faiths worship and help stu
dents move past traditional stereotypes about
those of other religions.
We at the lanthorn applaud the efforts of
Student Senate. This Issue Ls one that needed
to be addressed and corrected, and will
be beneficial to everyone on campus of all
religions and beliefs.

Preparation to attend a football game

for

the author. Letters should

will

n their Religious Inclusion
Policy, Grand Valley State
University states that it “seeks
to include, engage, and sup
port a diverse group of stu
dents, faculty, and staff’ Currently, however,
the 31 percent of the campus community
that is not affiliated with a Christian denomi
nation is not being equally supported
In the 2010 Climate Study done at GVSU,
67 percent of the respondents were affiliated
with a Christian denomination, 21 percent
said they had no spiritual affiliation and
10 percent identified with a non-Christian
religion. The 67 percent have access to the
Cook-DeWitt Center on the Allendale
Campus for events, church services and Bible
studies. Everyone else gets a cubicle in the
Kirkhof Center.
Fortunately, the Student Senate is work
ing to correct this appalling lack of accom
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Creating Community

BY EMILY DORAN
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rowing up, I
always liked
football. Con
sidering that I
was sandwiched
between two brothers, I think
the odds of me enjoying this
sport were pretty high. I even
used to be the designated
quarterback in our three-per
son games, which we would
play after our weekly tradition
of watching the Detroit Lions
invariably get thrashed.
Before coming to GVSU,
though, I had never attended a

football game. To explain this,
I should note that I had been
homeschooled my entire aca
demic life. And while I appreci
ated this form of education,
one of its downsides was that I
never had a high school football
team. As a result, I was never in
a position where I could scream
excitedly from the bleachers
when my favorite player scored
a touchdown or restrain myself
from complaining loudly when
the referees made a bad call.
Today, however, I am at
tending a school that radiates
football fever. Consistently
ranked one of the best teams
in Division II football past
seasons, the Lakers have cer
tainly earned such an enthu
siastic fan base. It may be easy
to imagine, then, my anticipa
tion when I decided to attend
Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s first home football game
against Ohio Dominican.
Nevertheless, I made a lot
of beginner mistakes that any

seasoned football fan would
surely have known to avoid.
First, I forgot to wear black,
and that was a big no-no. This
particular matchup was, after
all, the “Black Out Game,” but
apparently I hadn’t realized
what that meant. I recognized
my fashion faux pas when I
stopped by the tailgating parties
and saw that almost everyone
else was wearing black. luckily,
I was able to borrow a friend’s
jacket that fit the bill, and with
this added accoutrement, I defi
nitely felt pumped and ready to
watch some football.
That brings me to beginner
mistake number two: I didn’t
get in line for seating early
enough. As a result, the student
section filled up long before I
entered the stadium. I wound
up standing by the fence behind
one of the end zones instead.
I would have preferred to sit
down, but it was still fun to be
that close to the players.
Finally, the worst begin

ner mistake I made was not
dressing warmly enough. Even
though I had anticipated that
the outdoor temperature may
have been a problem, I did not
come to the game prepared. I
thought I had -1 was wearing
a jacket, jeans, and boots - but
apparently my outfit wasn’t
nearly as heavy-duty as it
needed to be. By the second
half, I could hardly feel my feet
and had to move around just to
keep from completely freezing.
Despite these beginner
mistakes, I still thoroughly
enjoyed attending my first
football game. My favorite part
was the atmosphere, which
was saturated with laker spirit.
This was no doubt due to the
fact that the crowd was fired
up, our team made a valiant
effort, and the marching band
sounded awesome, as per usual.
Next time, though, I’ll definitely
come more prepared: Til wear
the right colors, get in line early
and dress like an Eskimo.
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GV to explore local shipwrecks
BY DUANE EMERY

“We think we found it, but until
we get further information it’s still up
he human eye is a in the air,” he said. “We used an ROV
wonderful thing, but with a camera, but it was so muddy
it can’t penetrate the and murky we couldn’t identify what
murky dark. It takes we saw as a shipwreck,”
For the follow-up dive, they are
collaboration and the
latest technology to uncover the bringing along a secret weapon that
will let them cut through the mud.
history preserved below the water.
“We’re going to use sonar to im
Grand Valley State University is
age
it,” said professor Mark Shwartz
planning an upcoming excursion
into Reeds Lake to confirm the lo of the anthropology department. “No
cation of a sunken steamboat. The one’s actually going to dive. Visibility
task will be completed by a group would be maybe three or four feet.”
Instead, the ROV will be mount
of GVSU professors, historians and
ed with a sonar device
a descendant of the
mm
that will give them an
ships’ original captain.
“acoustic picture” of
Andy
Poisson,
“Not
many
the ship they hope will
whose father was the
provide vital informa
last captain in the fam
passenger
tion on how steam
ily steamboat busi
steamboats from ships were built.
ness going back three
“Not many passen
generations, is excited
that area are
ger steamboats from
about this project that
intact. We want
that area are intact,”
will add to the story of
Grand Rapids.
to learn about the Shwartz said. “We
want to learn about
“It’s part of the his
construction...’’
the construction of
tory of Grand Rapids,”
the vessels. We have
Poisson said.
photographs and basic
MARK
SHWARTZ
Poisson got in
GVSU PROFESSOR
ship plans, but there’s a
volved in the project
lot to be said for seeing
on the initial dive,
where they used a remote oper the ship you can’t get from those.”
Shwartz is hoping they will be
ated, unmanned mini-sub to search
for the shipwrecks of his family’s able to identify what, if any, modifi
cations had been made to the ships
steamboats.
“I was invited when they went throughout their use.
“We want to look at how the
out and did the original search be
boat
was modified. It’s all part of the
cause I had some knowledge from
my dad as to where the wrecks were whole understanding of technology
and how it’s adapted for different
located,” he said.
Although they confirmed one purposes and changed over time,”
wreck, the S.S. Hazel A, they were Shwartz said.
For their time, steamboats were
not able to confirm the second
ship they were looking for, the a very popular diversion for those
in East Grand Rapids. Poisson’s
S.S. Ramona.
great-grandfather, John, became a
DEMERYOILANTHORN.COM
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teacher assisting semester
has been created in Ournese,
Spain. Courses also provide
the option of traditional or
hybrid course formats to
adapt to students’ individual

needs. Additionally, several
education courses are now
being taught within several
public schools and the Col
lege of Education will be of
fering an initial secondary
graduate teacher certifica
tion completely online and
conducting observations us

EXPLORER: Mark Shwartz, a professor at GVSU, is helping to uncover the steamboat the S.S.
Ramona, which sunk in Reeds Lake. Shwartz will use a sonar device and a remote vehicle to locate the boat.

underwater

steamboat captain in 1882, before
people could take farther trips with
cars. The boats could run on a crew
of three or four. They were not very
fast, but they didn’t need to be.
“They were just excursion boats
for people to ride on and enjoy the
day. They had a player piano. You
could do a picnic lunch on board, it
was like a cruise boat,” Poisson said.

ing video capabilities, GVSU
and Blackboard.
“We are offering our
students with the most rel
evant, current, researchbased best practices, thus
providing them with a
strong foundation upon
which they can build

His grandfather, Charles, then
his father, William, each took over
as captain in turn. Poisson’s father
was the last captain. By 1956, the
steamboat excursion business end
ed due to car ownership becoming
common and people preferring to
take trips farther away, Poisson said.
While this expedition is too
crowded to allow students to par

throughout their teaching
careers,” Collins said.
Also popular is a major in
exercise science. According to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
it is projected that a 29 per
cent increase in employment
is expected from the 2008 to
2018 decade. This rate of em

ployment is much faster than
the national average for many
other occupations. These fac
tors can be attributed to an
aging population, a rising
obesity rate, a growing con
cern over health related issues
and the need for qualified
health and fitness profession

TICKET GIVEAWAY
while tickets last
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ticipate, Shwartz said they are
planning a public presentation so
people can learn the history and
hopes for students to participate in
further projects as they expand.
The underwater survey to
study the S.S. Hazel A and Find
the S.S. Ramona in Reeds Lake
will take place on Friday, Oct. 3
and Saturday, Oct. 4.

October 5th
@> 2:00pm

als. In total, there are 1,055
GVSU students in this pro
gram with 191 freshman, 247
sophomores, 263 juniors and
354 seniors.
Psychology and biomedi
cal science majors are also
growing in popularity with
2,409 students total.
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fROM ALLENDALE
TO BRUSSELS

Grand Valley State
University’s 12,000-piece
art collection will look a tad
smaller for the remainder
of the year. In an effort to
support a special exhibit
commemorating the late
artist Constantin Meunier,
GVSU has contributed
"Allegory of the Death of
Lincoln" (1865), to the Royal
Museum of Fine Arts of
Belgium in Brussels. The
painting, oil on canvas,
will join approximately
850 other works of art by
Meunier and will return to
the university in early 2015.
For a look at the painting,
check out www.youtube.com/
watch?v=MaXooiWoY80.
ARTS AT NOON

While plenty of Lakers are
most certainly in class at
noon each Wednesday, this
week brings an act worthy of
missing that lab or lecture.
Internationally-renowned
saxophonist Donald Sinta will
perform with his quartet at
the Cook-DeWitt Center on
Oct. 1, marking the second
performance of the fall
concert series. As always,
there is no admission charge
and the show is open to
all. To read more about
the Arts at Noon concerts
visit www.lanthorn.com/
article/2014/09/ae-arts-atnoon. *
SKA AT THE SCHEME

For 20 years, Grand
Rapids-based ska punk
crew Mustard Plug has
kept fans skanking on
dance floors around the
nation. In between major
gigs, including multiple
Welrped Tours and the Ska
Against Racism Tour, the
group often returns to their
West Michigan hometown
to catch up with their
original fan base. On Friday,
Oct. 3 at 8 p.m., Mustard
Plug will take the stage
at The Pyramid Scheme.
The six-man band will be
joined by noise-rock trio
Heavier Than Air Flying
Machines, as well as punk
bands PotatoeBabies and
Auslander. The show is ages
18 and older, and tickets
are $10. For more about
Mustard Plug’s music,
visit www.facebook.com/
mustardplug.

Taking to the stage
Snedeker enters ArtPrize as solo performer
BY BHELBY REN00WSKI

a great way to connect with members
of the West Michigan community, to
t is that time of year see other musicians.. .and it is a great
again, when Grand way to meet people.”
Although he entered as a solo act,
Rapids becomes a city
wide gallery attracting members of Brad Fritcher + Trois
thousands of people. will accompany him throughout the
With the prize money
ArtPrize 2014 began last competition.
week and
the
quartet
won
last year, they took
already many have flocked to see the
to the
studio to record their new al
array of paintings, drawings,
sculp
tures and variety of other mediums. bum, “The Year of the Architects.”
However, many do not know that this “Foolin”’ - Snedekers entry this
international art competition also in year - is off this album. Snedeker,
who plays piano, wrote the track
cludes the performing arts.
“I really like that portion of (Art- last summer during a long road trip.
Prize). That it can be about live per Once the album was recorded, he
forming artists, rather than just really decided to enter it into ArtPrize.
As this is his second year being
nice, fixed art mediums,” said Dutcher
Snedeker, a senior at Grand Valley involved, Snedeker is using lessons
State University and a 2013 ArtPrize learned last year to advance further in
winner. “People see ArtPrize for the the competition, such as the use of so
art which is awesome, but it is also cool cial media, tracking votes and getting
the word out about his concerts.
to have this unique experience.”
Although he and his fellow mu
Last year Brad Fritcher + Trois,
sicians
are performing for a com
which is comprised of Snedeker, Frit
cher on trumpet, Ryan Wallace on up petition, Snedeker tries in each
right bass and Christian Van Duinen performance to concentrate on just
on drums, won the competition with having a good time.
“When I am having to do a solo
their jazz track “Smooth Silk”
The opportunity to enter the com or even when I am not having to do a
petition again this year was an easy de solo, I like to be able to be engaged with
SPENDOWSKIIOLANTHORN.COM

a

cision for Snedeker, who entered as a
solo act in the jazz category.
“I really had enjoyed the experi
ence last year,” Snedeker said. “It is just

SIZABLE SWING DANCE

It isn’t every day you
have the opportunity to
spend time with a Guinness
World Record holder. It’s
just every Tuesday. The
Grand Rapids Original
Swing Society, which
holds the record for the
largest swing dance in
the world, meets each
Tuesday evening at 7 p.m.
On Sept. 30, the dancing
will take place outside of
the Oowntown Market.
The event is free, open to
the public and encourages
dancers of all ages.

even after he graduates from GVSU
this year he would like to come back
to compete yearly.
“I would still like to do this compe
tition because it is a great way to high
light the local talent,” Snedeker said.
“It is a great event that everyone looks
forward to in the fall. I would always
like to be a part of it, if I can.”
Snedeker will be performing
throughout the entire festival. All ArtPrize music events are
free admission. For a
full list of Snedekers
performances visit
www.reverbnation.
com/dutchersnedeker.

LIVE PERFORMER: Dutcher Snedeker, a senior at GVSU, is a 2013 ArtPrize winner. Snedeker
entered again this year as a solo act in the jazz category and plans to attend annually.

Bringing families back together
GV hosts Wild West activities for Family Weekend
BY DAVID BPECHT
ARTSIOLANTHORN.COM

he final weekend of
September saw the re
turn of a group that
had largely been ab
sent from campus since
move-in week: families.
While incoming freshmen are
likely excited to escape the confines

a

of their parents’ homes and get out
on their own, it’s only a matter of
time before they’re ready to reunite
with their loved ones. Beginning
on Friday morning and running
through Sunday evening, Family
Weekend featured a bevy of Wild
West-themed activities for Lakers
and their relatives to partake in dur
ing the much-needed reuniting.

MICHIGAN-MADE METAL

Michigan-based
metalcore band We Came
as Romans is no stranger
to touring, having brought
their post-hardcore sounds
everywhere from West
Hollywood to Switzerland
so far this year. On Oct. 5,
the group will work to make
Grand Rapids a bit more
metal when they perform
at The Intersection with
a handful of guest acts,
including For Today, The
Color Morale, Crossfaith
and Palisades. The show is
open to guests of all ages
and starts at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $17 in advance
and $20 the day of the
show. For information about
the concert, go to www.
sectionlive.com/events/
came-romans.

the other people I am playing with,”
Snedeker said. “So they know we are
having fun making music rather than
having the pressure of ‘if we perform
bad, we might not win ArtPrize.”’
That pressure is also relieved
by the preparation that they have
put into the performance. Since
the song is from their album,
which was released earlier this
year, they have had ample time to
practice and perform it. How
ever, they will also share a
variety of music.
“People ask me what kind of
style (we play),” Snedeker said. “I
can’t just say jazz because we might
do ‘Heartshaped Box’ by Nirvana
just in a way we like to present it or
we like to do like a pop song that ev
eryone knows but we change it to keep
our kind of feeling.”
Winners for the entire compe
tition will be announced Oct. 10.
There are over 120 musicians en
tered in various categories this
year. While he would like to
win again, Snedeker said it is
about the experience, and

FAMILY TIME: GVSU student Madison Dostine (middle) shows off the

While the Western theme is unique
to 2014, the concept of inviting families
back to campus to visit is nothing new,
as Family Weekend has been a tradi
tion for years - 20 of which LeaAnne
Tibbe, assistant director of the Office
of Student Life, has been involved in.
“The main goal (of Family Week
end) is for students to bring their
families back to Grand Valley and
show off their new home,” Tibbe
said. “When parents drop their stu
dents off in August, those students
are a little nervous. First year par
ents come because the students now
feel comfortable showing off: ‘here
is where I go to class, this is where I
eat, these are my friends.m
Tibbe, who also works as an advi
sor to the Traditions Team, felt that
this year was a success in terms of
turnout and participation. Buses were
constantly filled to the brim, transport
ing families to and from ArtPrize, and
campus was buzzing with the energy
of visitors roaming about campus.
“On Friday evening we had the
dueling pianos, and that was success
ful,” Tibbe said. “I talked to one family
whose daughter is a first-year student
and they said that they were very im
pressed and will be back next year.
And of course the weather was perfect

- couldn’t have asked for a better day’’
And while the family-oriented
gathering typically draws the families
of first-year students, a number of up
perclassmen also took advantage of
this year’s weekend, which featured a
handful of events, such as a standup
set by comedian P.J. Weber, that were
geared toward an older demographic.
“What surprised me is that there
are a lot of upperclassmen whose
parents come back as well,” Tibbe
said. “I think parents enjoy coming
back and enjoying the opportunities
we have available for them.”
The three-day event included ev
erything from a Renaissance Faire
to traditional square dancing to The
Shakespeare Festival, meaning that
more than just Tibbe and the affiliat
ed student organizations had to put
in the necessary work to orchestrate
it all. With the help of institutions
such as Campus Dining and the
University Bookstore, event organiz
ers were able to pull it off.
“The biggest thing is the partici
pation all across campus,” Tibbe said.
“I’m really excited to see so many ar
eas on campus coming together to
celebrate Family Weekend. To see the
whole university come behind it, it’s
been really rewarding.”

campus to her mother Jackie Dostine and her father Jim Dostine.

Documentary fuels discussion
BY TJ KIMBALL
TKIMBALLOLANTHORN.COM

hilanthropy is not just
for the wealthy. Any
one can give.
That’s the message
that Grand Valley State
University assistant pro
fessor Salvatore Alaimo hopes to send
students home with through his new
project. His film, titled “What is Phi
lanthropy?” seeks to inquire into the
essence of an ancient concept.
“Philanthropy is part of the bed
rock of democracy,” Alaimo said. “Part
of the freedom we have in this country
is the freedom to give.”
The movie will play at the Mary
Idema Pew Library in the Multi-Pur
pose Room Monday night at 6 p.m.
and is sponsored by the Grand Haven
Area Community Foundation.
“The visual medium sparks mean
ingful thought and critical discussion:
and that’s the ultimate goal of the film.”
Alaimo explained. “Philanthropy gets
a free pass when it comes to people
thinking critically about it. Yet, it’s
because it’s so important and that
there’s so much at stake in society that
we should have a conversation about
what’s really going on.”
The work is a result of Alaimo’s
unwavering commitment to his vi
sion. He’s sunk six years and a per
sonal belief into this project, and the
effort is one that is likely to inspire
others to look deeper into the driv
ing forces of the world.

“I hashed the idea two weeks before
the economic crash of 2008,” Alaimo
explained. “It wasn’t the best timing.”
The film took five years to com
plete, with the primary obstacle
being a consistent source of funds.
For a project that’s based around in
vestigating different forms of gen
erosity, the irony wasn’t lost on the
good-humored professor.
“If I was to produce a documenta
ry about carpentry and I approached
the national carpenter’s union and
association, I’m pretty confident that
those organizations would be very
excited about their field and their pro
fession,” he said. “I thought the same
would be true about philanthropy,
but the truth is that two-thirds of the
institutions rejected the idea of rais
ing such a discussion.”
While the reluctance of some
organizations to expose their in
ner workings is certainly a red flag,
Alaimo said his biggest surprise
in creating the movie was all the
incredible people he worked with
through doing it.
“Two of the film’s camera men
are alumni from GVSU’s film school,
with a third one (who) is currently
working as a technician in the school
of communications.” Alaimo said.
“WGVU also helped us shoot some
of our footage at their studio in the
Eberhard Center. I’ve been really
proud to have strong support from
Grand Valley. There’s no way anyone
could do this by themselves.”
From mother's milk to multina-

5019

tional non-profits, donating blood to
international trade, Alaimo said the
movie looks to investigate a character
istic of human connectedness that too
often gets coined as taboo. In a world
with ever-increasing text messaging
and selective isolation, he hopes his
project will reignite an exchange root
ed in our universal need to connect.
“I’ve been married to this project
for six years now, and at this point
I just love seeing people come out

and watch it and walk away with
something,” Alaimo said. “Formal
institutional philanthropy has hi
jacked the term and created a nar
row perspective. It’s time that we
broke loose from that and expand
ed our minds and horizons.”
Alaimo said he aims to engage in a
discussion often overlooked, and his
challenge of personal introspection
is one that audiences can genuinely
gain from, he added.

BIVINS BACK: Alpha Tau Omega, a fraternity at GVSU, walked from
Allendale to Traverse City to raiee money for MS In 201*4.
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KEVIN LEE WINS
UFC FIGHT IN VEGAS

Former Grand Valley State
University student Kevin Lee
made his mark in UFC 178 on
Saturday night, dominating
Jon Tuck for a unanimous
decision victory.
Lee wrestled at GVSU
before switching to amateur
MMA while taking classes.
He is one semester away
from earning his degree
in biomedical sciences at
GVSU, and plans to return
once his circuit in the UFC
has run its course.

RUNNING RAMPANTLY
GV explodes for 6G points in win over LEC
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BUBBLE INVASION: GV
TO HOST GLOBAL GAMES

On Wenesday night, the
Grand Valley State University
International Organization
will host the second annual
Global Games in the Kelly
Family Sports Center from
6-9 p.m.
The event features a
number of different sports
such as bubble futbol, threeball soccer, cricket, choukball,
spikeball and more.
Participants will be
enclosed in inflatiable
bubbles during the games.
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IN YOUR FACE Grand Valley State University running back Kirk Spencer stiff arms one of the Lake Erie College defenders during the game at

Lubbers Stadium on Saturday night. The Lakers won their first game of the season 66-28 with a total on 399 rushing yards in the victory.

GV CLUB HOCKEY
TEAM WINS TWICE

BY JAY BU8HEN

The Grand Valley State
University Division II
men’s club hockey team
got off to a 2-0 start this
season with a pair of wins
against Rochester College
over the weekend.
The Lakers visited
Rochester College on
Friday, seizing their first
win by a 4-2 tally. The script
read similarly on Saturday
night, as GVSU notched a
5-2 victory.
GVSU’s Division III team
played as well, splitting a
weekend series with Saginaw
Valley State University.
The Lakers dropped a 3-2
contest at home on Friday,
followed by an impressive 7-5
victory at SVSU on Saturday.

GLIAC STANDINGS

Erie College at Lubbers Stadium on
Saturday night. Both teams move to
1-3 as a result.
he Grand Valley State
“We hadn’t been running the ball
University
football
team got back to its effectively through three games,”
bread and butter, and said GVSU coach Matt Mitchell.
there was plenty of it “Even though this front maybe was
talented as some of the fronts
to go around for a handfulnot
of as
hun
we faced in the first three weeks, I
gry running backs.
GVSU, which had just 213 rush still feel like we played through the
ing yards in its first three games whistle. Our offensive line did a good
combined, rumbled for 399 rushing job controlling the line of scrimmage
yards in a 66-28 thumping of Lake and our backs were hot.”
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OVERVIEW

It was over when ... senior running back Chris Robinson
punched in his second of three touchdowns from 5 yards out
to make it a 42-14 game with 12:48 left in the third quarter.

Michigan Tech
0DU
Ferris State
Ashland
Findlay
Wayne State
Hillsdale
Tiffin
Northwood

4-0
4-0
3-0
3-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-2
1-2

GVSU

1-2

Lake Erie
Walsh
NMU
SVSU
Malone

1-3
1-3
0-3
0-3
0-4

SOCCER

SVSU
GVSU

Walsh
0DU
Michigan Tech
Findlay
Lake Erie
Tiffin
Ashland
Ferris State
NMU
Northwood
Malone
VOLLEYBALL
GVSU

Findlay
Ferris State
NMU
Hillsdale
SVSU
00U
Michigan Tech
Ashland
Malone
Northwood
Tiffin
Wayne State
LSSU
Lake Erie
Walsh

3-0-1
3-0

2-0-1
2-0-1
2-0
1-1
1-1
M
1-2
0-2-1
0-2
0-3
0-4

7-0

6-1
6-1
6-1
5-2
4-3
4-3
4-3
4-3
3-4
2-5
2-5
2-5
1-6
0-7
0-7

“It’s a great accomplishment,
but we know we’re not all the
way there,” Spencer said. “There
were probably some plays that we
missed out there, I know I missed
one that was going up the middle...
Our line is doing a great job, our
coaches are doing a great job get
ting us in the right formations, in
the right plays.”
After struggling against three
SEE FOOTBALL ON AB

PRIMETIME PERFORMERS

RB Kirk Spencer

Spencer toted the rock 15 times for 143
yards (9.5 average) and two touchdowns. The
East Grand Rapids High School product also
had three receptions for 46 yards.

Game ball goes to ... GV’s offensive line. Despite suffering a
pair of injuries, the Q-line manhandled the Lake Erie front all
night and did not surrender a sack.

WR Jamie Potts

Stat of the game... 399. The Lakers had just 213 rushing
yards in their first three games combined, but put those
struggles behind them with an electrifying performance.

Potts hauled in a pair of touchdowns on
back-to-back drives in the first half. The
former tight end finished with four grabs and
83 receiving yards.

iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiMiiHimimimimimiiimi
FOOTBALL

GVSU’s offensive line, which
dealt with a pair of injuries in the
game, seemed to dominate the
Storm front, and the Laker running
backs took advantage.
Junior Kirk Spencer led the
way with 143 yards and two
touchdowns, senior Chris Robin
son had 88 and three scores, se
nior Michael Ratay had 81 and
a touchdown, and senior Hersey
Jackson had 81 yards on nine car
ries, all in the fourth quarter.

GV brings the ‘0’ to Ohio
No. *4 Lakers win third straight, move to 6-1
BY ADAM KNQRR
ASSISTANTSPORTSIBILANTHORN.COM

ith a pair of weekend
wins, it appears the
Grand Valley State
University women’s
soccer team has reimed to business as usual.
The Lakers (6-1, 3-0 GLIAC)
topped Lake Erie College 3-1
on Friday and the University of
Findlay 6-0 on Sunday afternoon.
GVSU has now won three straight
- all GLIAC matchups - after fall
ing to then-No. 7 Minnesota State
University 1-0 on Sept. 14.
“It’s really important to get these
GLIAC wins,” said GVSU coach
Jeff Hosier. “We’ve been pretty
banged up recently but we have
that next man up mentality... These
places we played on the road are
difficult places to play.”
No. 4 GVSU played like a topranked team on Friday, dominating
the flow of the game from start to
finish. The Lakers ripped off 17
shots in their 3-1 win, though the
goals didn’t come with ease.
The first half came and went
without a score from either side,
but GVSU broke through two min
utes into the second half. Stand
out freshman Gabriella Mencotti
notched her first goal of the match
off a through ball from senior de
fender Alyssa Wesley.
The next scoring chance of the

i
ON A ROLL: GVSU player Clare Carlson dribbles the ball down the field ahead of the opponent's defender. The

Lakers won both of their games this weekend against Lake Erie College and the University of Findlay.
game came from Lake Erie. The
Storm was awarded a penalty kick
in the 48th minute, but senior goal
keeper Andrea Strauss came up
with a save to keep the momentum
flowing for the Lakers. Less than
a minute after the save, Mencotti
knocked home her second of the
game to put GVSU up 2-0.
“It was really exciting, espe
cially in the second half when it
was 0-0 and I knew I had to finish
it,” Mencotti said. “The second one

was so reassuring.”
Soon after, the Lakers wove to
gether a gorgeous display of team
work, as senior midfielder Charlie
Socia found the back of the net
from 19 yards for her second goal
of the season.
Lake Erie’s Grace Ferut
slipped a shot past Strauss in the
80th minute, but it was much
too late to make a difference as
GVSU won its 25th consecutive
GLIAC contest easily.

Domination was the name of
the game from start to finish on
Sunday afternoon, as the Lakers
routed Findlay 6-0. The goals came
in droves for GVSU - and from all
around - as six different Lakers
found the back of the net.
“Our mindset was good today,”
said junior midfielder Katie Klunder. “We came out really strong...
We were organized and prepared
SEE SOCCER ON AB
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GV volleyball team wins 7th straight
Lakers are last undefeated team in GLIAC
BY TATE BAKER
TBAKEROLANTHORN.COM

oming off an
emotional win
over rival Ferris
State University,
the Grand Val
ley State University womens
volleyball team went into the
weekend hoping to keep the
momentum rolling.
The Lakers did just that
by sweeping a pair of GLIAC
foes in Ohio, improving their
record to 9-2 (7-0 GLIAC).
“Overall, it was a great
weekend,” said GVSU coach
Deanne Scanlon. “We played
our best match of the year
against Ferris and I feel like
that propelled us into this
weekend. We are starting to
execute better, everything
seems to be coming together.”
The Lakers began their
weekend by defeating Ohio
Dominican University in
three sets (25-19, 25-17, 2514). In a unique occasion,
GVSU senior Abby Aiken
went up against her younger
sister, Ashlin Aiken, who is a
freshman at Ohio Dominican.
“It was a surreal experience
seeing her on the opposite
side of the court,” Abby Aiken

FOOTBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7

ranked opponents, GVSU’s offense stormed back
to life against Lake Erie.
The Lakers converted
just six of 12 red-zone
opportunities into points
in those losses, but were
six for six on Saturday.
Five of those trips ended
in touchdowns.
“We focus on it a lot ev
ery week,” Robinson said.
“It just comes down to the
exedrition, us wanting to

said. “My whole life we have
played alongside each other,
so to see her playing against
me was somewhat strange. It
was definitely an experience
that I won’t forget.”
The Laker defense domi
nated Ohio Dominican, as the
Panthers posted a negative
hitting percentage (-.018).
GVSU senior setter Kaitlyn
Wolters, who was coming off
a triple-double against Ferris
State, led the Lakers with 24
assists and nine digs.
The following day, the
Lakers traveled across the
state to Tiffin University,
where their hot streak con
tinued. GVSU defeated the
Dragons in straight sets (2515, 25-18,25-16).
“Our chemistry is get
ting better with each game
we play, and I think that
it’s showing on the court,”
Wolters said. “Chemistry is
huge because it’s hard to be a
good team without commu
nication, and 1 think these
two games this weekend re
ally allowed us to work on
our communication.”
The win over Tiffin al
lowed for 16 GVSU players to
see game action. GVSU con

get into the end zone.”
GVSU’s
execution
against Lake Erie gave
the crowd of more than
14,500 fans plenty to
cheer about.
The team was with
out starting quarterback
Heath Parling for the
second straight week, but
racked up 640 total yards
with senior Isiah Grimes
under center.
Grimes
threw an interception,
but completed 13-of-23
passes for 232 yards and
a two touchdowns, both

trolled almost all aspects of
the game, and posted a .275
hitting percentage in compar
ison to Tiffin’s mark of .010.
“It’s always good when ev
eryone has a chance to play’’
said senior middle blocker Ally
Simmons. “We played a really
clean game overall. Hopefully
that will continue into the rest
of the GLIAC season.”
The team’s evenly dis
tributed attack on Saturday
was led by freshman middle
blocker Sydney Doby in kills
(nine), senior libero Christina
Canepa in digs (10) and Wolt
ers in assists (15). The Lakers
were also impressive around
the net, as they out-blocked
Tiffin 10-3.
“This weekend somewhat
showed how diverse our of
fense is becoming,” Scanlon
said. “We have a handful of
girls on the bench that are
expected to bt ready to come
in at any time ai.d contribute.
That helps take the pressure
off our team as a whole.”
The Lakers host a pair of
GLIAC matches this week
end against Lake Erie Col
lege on Friday at 7 p.m. and
Ashland University on Sat
urday at 4 p.m.

to junior Jamie Potts on
back-to-back drives in the
first half.
Lake Erie, which re
turned the opening kick
off for a touchdown, kept
pace in the first quar
ter but was ultimately
plagued by five turnovers.
The team turned the
ball over on three of its
first six drives, and could
not get star running back
Anthony Bilal involved.
Bilal came into the game
as the NCAA Division I Is
leading scorer, but had

-J

S
CATALYST: GV setter Kaitlyn Wolters bumps a ball in a recent game. The senior powered

the Laker offense to a pair of weekend sweeps as the team moved to 7-0 in GLIAC play.

just 38 yards on 11 carries
and no touchdowns.
“We had a plan heading
in to try to contain An
thony Bilal,” Mitchell said.
“They didn’t get loose and
I thought we stuck to that
plan. The quarterback
probably hurt us in some
of the option game a little
bit more than the running
back did.”
GVSU returns to ac
tion at 4:30 p.m. Saturday
with a GLIAC North con
test at Hillsdale College.

SOCCER
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and energetic.”
Klunder opened the scor
ing early as Gabbie Guibord and
Mencotti notched the helpers.
Marti Corby and Katie Bounds
found the back of the net quickly
in succession, putting GVSU up
3-0 within the first 21 minutes of
the match.
“The stat sheet shows a little
bit of the story today’ Hosier said.
“We have a dynamic attack when
we play with a sense of urgency
and I think we did that today.
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“It might have been our most
complete match for the duration
of the 90 minutes.”
Five minutes into the second
half, Mencotti went top corner to
beat Findlay goaltender Saman
tha Trimboli and the rout was on.
Jenny Shaba and Kendra Stauffer
added goals in the 61st and 85th
minutes, respectively, as GVSU
finished a five-game road stretch
with a 4-1 record.
The Lakers return to ac
tion with their first home game
in nearly a month as they host
the University of Indianapolis
Wednesday at 5 p.m.
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GV XC teams place 10th at Roy Griak invite
Lakers race Division I teams, battle conditions
BY KATE NUVEN
KNUYENOLANTHORN.COM

f you can’t handle the heat,
then you might want to stay
off the cross country course”
could have been the motto for
the Roy Griak Invitational on
Saturday in Minneapolis, Minn.
Unusually high temperatures seemed to be a
storyline in the event at the University of Min
nesota, where 185 collegiate schools competed
in a squelching hot race. The runners not only
had the heat to compete against, but also the
hilly terrain of the course.
Grand Valley State University coach Jerry
Baltes said the conditions took a toll. For
the No. 2 GVSU men, the heat led to much
different results than the previous meet at
Michigan State University.
“We had three guys collapse from heat is
sues,” Baltes said. “Two of them were in our
top five our first meet and our second and
third runners today were our 10th and 11th
our first meet of the year.”
Senior Alan Peterson led the way for GVSU
with a 54th-place finish. He was followed by a
pair of young runners who stepped up and per
formed well despite the conditions.
Redshirt sophomore Torben Hoffmeyer
crossed the line 65th while redshirt fresh
man Wuoi Mach finished in 69th place. Ju
niors Chad Cini (70th) and Kyle Flores (75th)
rounded out the top five.
Flores said that even though it was hot out,
he felt as though he competed much better than
he did at Michigan State. He said the first race
was a chance to get in the mindset of racing, and
this one was much more natural. He also said he
wished the team had placed a little higher, but

B

REIGNING CHAMPS: The Grand Valley State University women’s cross country team celebrates its 2013 NCAA Division II National
Championship. The team competed over the weekend in the Roy Griak Invitational in Minneapolis, Minn.
SEE XC ON AlO

LINING IT UP: Freshman Samantha Moss lines up a putt over the weekend at the 2019 NCAA National Preview Tournament at The Meadows in Allendale. Grand Valley State University
tied in first place, but lost after a four-hole playoff with Florida Tech. However, two Lakers finished at the top of the leader board individually.

Hartigan, Shipley
finish 1,2 in Allendale
Lakers lose in four-hole playoff
to Florida Tech over the weekend
BY STEVEN GARBER
SGARBEROLANTHORN.COM

mongst the 132-player field, two Grand Valley
State University womens golfers nestled past
the rest of the pack to complete a one-two finish
atop the leaderboard.
Senior Kelly Hartigan proved once again why
she’s considered to be one of the top golfers in GVSU history
by taking home medalist honors in the NCAA Division II Na
tional Preview, hosted at The Meadows golf course over the
weekend.
She certainly proved it given her impressive chip in for
birdie on the second playoff hole on Sunday. Downslope on
her third shot, she used her wedge from the short, rough grass
and masterfully rolled one in for birdie.
Hartigan led the way with rounds of 73 and 77 over the
weekend, tallying a six-over par across the 36-hole national
preview.
“Kelly’s about as consistent and steady as they come. When
she gets that putter going - she can really be unstoppable,”
said GVSU assistant coach Megan Ingles.
Hartigan and Co. showed they were comfortable with the
course, as they tied Florida Tech for the team lead in the tour
nament.
It was a great weekend for golf with sunshine and calm
wind in Allendale, as GVSU and Florida Tech battled it out
across four more holes to decide the team winner.
Inevitably, Florida Tech made their missed flight more
worthwhile as it took home the team trophy. But for the Lak
ers, there’s no hanging of chins.
“It just proves to these girls they can play against the best
and win,” Ingles said.
After diving into NCAA Division I tournaments right away
this fall, the Lakers wanted to make The Meadows look small.
GVSU was hoping to stay tough and sharp to turn its third
place standing after day one into a tournament win coming
into Sunday’s second and final round.
With hosting a college tournament Friday and having
played a tough D-I tournament earlier last week, the team had
a tough choice to bear down or
fold underneath the pressure of
SEE GOLF ON AlO

MICHIGAN'S OLDEST ANNUAL SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL!

Grand Valley Shakespeare
Festival 2014
William Shakespeare's

$s comedy#

ERRORS ff
WILD WEST STYLE

Featuring performances September 26 - October 5

For tickets call the box office at (616) 331-2300

CLUES ACROSS
’V-V* - ♦'ll'

I. Bunco
4. In bed
8. Telegraphic signal
9. About rune
II. Iowa State town
13. Technique of a pianist
15. Grandmother
16. Small lake
17 Divides evenly into (Math)
18. Water’s edge
20. Combustion residue
21. Islamic ruler
22. “Good Wife” investigator
25. Solid water
26. Tibetan gazelle
27. Duets
29. Common shade trees

30.
31.
32.
39.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
48.
49.
50.

Cancellation key
“Good Wife’s” Gold
“Good Wife” husband
Herring-loke food fish
Self-immolation by fire ritual
TV delivery system
Ad _
2nd smallest planet
First on moon
Androgyne
Skating jump
Remove fat from
Point midway between NE
and E
51. London park
52. Pig pen

CLUES DOWN
For information about Grand Valley State University^ 21st annual
Shakespeare Festival, including
• The Comedy of Errors,
• the Shakespeare Festival Conference and Guest Scholar,
• Bard to Go: Lights, Camera, Action!,
• Greenshow performances,
• the Renaissance Faire,
GramAAlley

•and more,
visit www.gvsn.vdu/shakfs/

■ WJ STATE UNIVERSrPC
THEATRE

1. Chief Polish port
2. Japanese motor co.
3. Carbolic acid
4. Mures River city
5. Small bread roll
6. Inexplicable occurrence
7. Thrown in track and field
10. Military leader (abbr.)
12. Indian dress
13. Children's tale bear
14. Opposite of cameo
16. Portraiture stance
19. 1/2 an em
20. Pouchlike structures
21. Music awards est. 1973
23. Belonging to a diocese
24. Memory whose contents
cannot be changed

isfer property
28. Universal Standard Time
(abbr.)
29. Norse goddess of old age
31. A type of salamander
32. Appease
33. Not common
34. Church of Pope Francis
35. Common frog genus
36. Wild goats
37. Customer
38. NAACP founder Florence
39. Outbuilding
40. N.E. Chinese province
44. Distribute by measure
47. Scoundrel
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GV TENNIS SERVES UP SUCCESS IN EGR
Lakers impress during weekend tournament
BY NICK 0EMAAG0

has proven to be the main ingredient. This
year’s squad is comprised of six seniors and
n the quaint city of East Grand five freshmen, all of whom seem to be tal
Rapids, Mich., residents spent ented individuals. However, individual talent
the beautiful weekend relaxing. alone can’t carry a team.
“This has been the best year for team
But while most residents spent
unity,”
Black said. “The seniors have done a
their mornings sleeping in or
great Uni
job bringing the team together. They
eating breakfast, the Grand Valley State
versity womens tennis team duked it out on have led by example.”
Lang said that while she prefers playing
the courts against 17 other teams in the USTA/
singles, playing doubles was
ITA Regional Championships.
something she always wanted.
GVSU closed out the week
“I never had much doubles
end by going 11-5 in singles and
“This has been
experience until I got to col
5-2 in doubles in the A bracket.
lege,” Lang said. “It’s been a lot
the best year
The team shined in the B bracket,
of fun and I think we’ve grown
as the ladies racked up a 17-5 re
for team unity.
closer as a team because of it.”
cord in singles and an 8-2 mark
The seniors have
Senior Leah Dancz said
in doubles.
mentoring
the younger play
“We did really well, but we have
done a great job
ers is important, and that it’s a
a lot of tough opponents coming
up still,” GVSU coach John Black bringing the team responsibility for the seniors.
Dancz also said helping them
said. “Our singles have played
together."
adjust
to college life is impor
tough and our doubles have im
tant and playing doubles helps
proved a lot, but were not quite
JOHN BLACK
them to pump each other up.
where we would like to be.”
TENNIS COACH
“I think it’s important to men
After a disappointing loss to
tor
the freshman because they’ll be
Wayne State University last week
end, the ladies reemerged in dominant form by the leaders after we (seniors) graduate,” Dancz
taking control of the tournament with several said. “We need to help them adjust to playing as
powerful performances in both singles and dou part of a team and how to represent GV well.”
Lang topped off her performance by taking
bles.
Freshman Courtney Lang served up a 5-0 first in the B bracket singles while Patterson and
singles record while senior Morgan Patterson Moccia took first in the B bracket doubles.
Looking to continue their impressive season,
and freshman Aimee Moccia teamed up for a
the
Lakers will split up this weekend to do battle
clean 5-0 sweep in doubles.
Cooking up a recipe for success takes a lot at the Wisconsin-Whitewater Invitational on Fri
of work though, and the leadership this year day and at Tiffin University on Saturday.
NOEMAAGDtSILANTHORN.COM
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the competition.
Being at home certainly helped
the Lakers feel out the course in the
closing round. And that was to their
advantage as the pin placements were
much more difficult Sunday.
“Pars were the goal today,” Hartigan said.
Coach Mailloux gave her team
the advice to pay attention to the
pin placements, as they were going
to be in difficult and in unfamiliar
spots.
“It was pretty tough with the pin
placements, but we were able to
make it work,” freshman Samantha
Moss said. “You know the course,
and you know how the ball is going
to roll.”
Behind the senior was junior Gabrielle Shipley, who provided some

d£j<i vu to the wild weekend. Hartigan’s protege took second Sunday,
like back in the spring when Hartigan and Shipley took one and two
individually at the NC4K Classic
in Columbus, Ohio - a first for the
program under Mailloux.
And despite not getting the tro
phy for the case, the Lakers will
look back on this one with fond
memories and eager for what’s to
come.
It won’t be one this team will
soon forget as it rides this momen
tum to May. As for playing on their
home course, there are no worries
for this squad.
“We know we can play this
course better than anyone,” Shipley
said.
Behind the two leaders for
GVSU were sophomores Alex
Taylor, Julie Guckian and Moss to
round out team scores.

ACES A PLENTY: Senior Kali Phillips sends the ball over the net during a recent practice.

The Lakers finished the weekend 11-5 in singles and 5-2 in doubles in the A bracket.

xc
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END IN SIGHT: Sophomore Julie Guckian

Halloween On Ionia is back!
Save the date: Saturday,
November 1st, 2014.
Information Session at WMU
Grand Rapids on Friday Oc
tober 3rd. 2-3pm for Organ
izational Learning and Per
formance (M.A), 3-4pm for
Master of Social Work
(M.S.W), and 4-5pm for
Counselor Education/ Coun
seling Psychology (M.A).
RS VP
online
at
wmich.ed/grandrapids/infosession.
Join 48west on October 4th
at 12pm for the 5th annual
FREE Rent Giveaway! Re
gister by October 1 st at the
leasing office, and be sure to
bring your team of 3 or 4.
The Michigan Renaissance
Festival is now open on
weekends and Labor day.
August 16th - September
28th, plus Festival Friday
September 26th. 10am 7pm, rain or shine. Call 248634-5552 for more info.

Employme
- HMBBr
Help Wanted Office Clerical PT Clerical
Person needed from
11:00AM To 3:00PM
Monday-Friday, $900.00
weekly. Computer skills are
a must. Need to be detail ori
ented, possess good cus
tomer service skills, some
cash & items handling skills,
must be able to do Lil er
rand. Apply by email at
Eastonrisha@mail.com
Reliable interior Housekeep
er wanted, for general clean
ing $580 per/wks.contact:
andr30wolf@live.com , for
more info.
For Sale
Apple iMac. 24 inch screen,
early 2009 model, Intel Core
Two Duo 3.06, 4 GB Ram, 1
TB Hard Drive, latest operating system, keyboard,
mouse and power cord.
Runs and looks great. $599
616-719-0886

ANSWERS
PUZZLES

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
classif ieds@lanthorn.com
■:->

...

Stop by Boardwalk Subs in
Standale right across the
street from the Walker Fire
Station Park and Ride for
10% off a 15 inch sub when
you use a valid student ID.

will be when it comes time
for nationals in December,
the race still gave the cross
country teams a chance to
compete against quality
teams.
“It gives us the mental
ity of a high competition
race that you will see at na
tionals,” Flores said. “Even
though there is still a lot of
training and meets between
then and now, it’s just one
step closer to competing for
a national title.”
The Lakers will take to
the course again Friday af
ternoon at the Lansing Invi
tational hosted by Lansing
Community College.

swings her club during a golf tournament.

MARKETPLACE
Grand Valley Shakespeare
Festival presents The Com
edy of Errors: Wild West
Style. Featuring perform
ances September 26 - Octo
ber 5. For tickets call the box
office at (616) 331-2300.

with the heat and a talented
field full of NCAA Division
I schools, it was still a solid
performance overall.
The No. 1 GVSU women
also took 10th place overall
in Saturday’s meet.
Sophomore Kendra Fol
ey crossed the line first for
the women’s team. She ran
a 21:57:7 in the 6K, which
landed her the 23rd spot.
The next Lakers to cross
the finish line were senior
Hannah Osborn (45th), ju
nior Jessica Janecke (55th)
and junior Jordan Chester
(66th).
Even though the weather
was a lot warmer than it

For Sale

Housing

For Sale: Gently used loveseat! $250 Non-smoker, but
I do have pets. If interested,
please email me at gariicke@mail.gvsu.edu

Meadows Crossing is the
place to be! Located directly
across from the 48th ave
GVSU entrance. Call to
schedule your tour today
616-892-2700 or visit us at
meadowscrossing.net.

.....

Entertainme
GVSU presents the 2014
Fall Arts Celebration event.
Free and open to the public.
Seating is limited for every
performance, visit us on the
web gvsu.edu/fallarts for full
itinerary.

^HPr
763 Coit St NE - House for
Rent - Belknap Neighbor
hood. Spacious 3 Bedroom
House, walking distance to
GVSU and Downtown Grand
Rapids. Newer Kitchen, Ap
pliances, Roof, Siding and
Insulation. Partially Fur
nished. Immediate Availabil
ity. Flexible Lease Terms.
Tenet pays all Utilities.
$800.00 per month. No Pets.
No Smoking. Email: shansoncb@gmail.com for show
ing appointments.

Campus View Housing
Grand Valley's closes offcampus housing option. 8
different floor plans, apart
ments and townhouses, full
indoor court, fitness center,
yoga classes, free tanning,
resort style pool and spa, all
just a 1/2 a mile from the
heart of campus! Give us a
call at 616-895-6678.
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Room mates
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Looking for a female room
mate in Country Place Apart
ments. Less than $400 a
month! You'd be living with
three great girls, and the
summer is free!

Services

Housing
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My names Megan Imgruet
and I want to sublease my
place from October till the
end of the lease. I live in
Meadows in the A style town
home. Please email me at
imgruetm@mail.gvsu.edu if
you're interested!

Need 1 female roommate to
sublease at Copper Beech in
Allendale for Winter/Summer 2015. Rent is
$442/month & the 3 other
roommates are very easy to
get along with. Call/text 586556-2624 or email
plotzkes@mail.gvsu.edu for
more information

Entertainment
A Day To Remember, Bring
Me The Horizon, Chiodos
and Motionless in White at
the DeltaPlex on Monday
September 15th. Visit livenation.com for tickets.
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Roommates
Hi is anyone looking for a
roommate? I am looking for
a place to rent. Please email
adjomahj@mail.gvsu.edu

I am a male looking for one
roommate for the Fall 2014
and Winter 2015. My three
roommates and I have a four
bedroom 2 full bath in Hightree located near GVSU
main entrance in Allendale.
The rent is 395 a month plus
utilities Please email me at
suttonde@mail.gvsu.edu

One female subleaser
needed for 4-bdrm townhouse at Copper Beech.
Rent is $442/month, includ
ing cable and water. Lease
will be from Jan 2015-July
2015. Please text/call 586556-2624.

TMmnnr
Motman's Farm Market is
open 8am to 7pm, Monday
through Saturday. We have
fresh produce and fresh
picked apples. College stu
dents and staff can show I.D
to receive 10% off any pur
chase of $5 or more.

Student Org'Events
Come out to KC 2270 every
Tuesday to meet with the
GV Fashion club to talk
trends!
Join Spotlight Productions
every Monday at 9pm in KC
2270 for our General
Assembly meetings.
Like performing? Spotlight
Productions is hosting an
other Open Mic Night on
Tuesday, October 14th from
8-1 Op in Area 51. Email concertsgv@gmail.com if you
are interested in performing!
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Find your perfect
place by visiting

lanthorn.com/housing

Enter your own preferences
See your results on Google maps
to determine its exact location
View photos and specifics about
each property

FOR RENT
Campus View Cottages

1, 2

Campus View Apartments & Townhomes

11,12

Copper Beech Townhomes

3-6

Meadows Crossing Apartments
GVSU Housing

7. 8
9

Eenhoorn Properties

13.14

Full Circle Townhomes

15

Hopson Flats

16

The Grove Apartments

17.18

Campus West Apartments

19, 20

48west

23-26

ALLENDALE

Lake Michigan Dr.

A. 48west
B. Meadows Crossing
C. Campus West Apartments
D. Full Circle Townhomes

E. Campus View
F. GVSU Housing
G. Copper Beech Townhomes
H. The Grove

^
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cAMPOS

VIEW
A coMMUWTy

42nd Ave
Allendale, Ml
616.895.6678
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Introducing

The Cottages
at Campus View

&

Tours start

November 1 st
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Campus View Cottages coming soon
ottage living brings to mind space” on the second floor so roommates can
images of a home settled decide, based on their lifestyles, if they prefer
back into a wooded area, cozy an additional laundry folding area, a medita
rooms and friendly neigh tion space, or just a cozy reading nook.
The first floor living space is
bors. This comfortable style
of living will soon be available to flooded
studentswith
at light from the open floor plan.
Grand Valley State University starting in Fall, Students will be very comfortable in their
spacious room which includes a bathroom
2015.
Today Campus View is building with a huge walk-in closet. A 12-month,
the first of several phases with 30 cottages to individual lease, will cost $525 per person
accommodate 120 GVSU students. Located per month for both the single or duplex-style
next to Campus View apartments on 42nd cottages.
“We are able to offer this high-end,
Avenue, these cottages are tucked away be
tween trees and fields offering their residents unique living style to GV students because
open green space with the feel of a private we have the benefit of a lot of land, about
get-away. They have created a serene, resort 110 acres, right next to campus,” said own
like environment which is still only a 10 er Brian Gardner. “We have the luxury of
minute walk to campus. During less optimal building individual homes instead of putting
weather, residents may also choose to take people right over you or next to you because
Campus Views private shuttle to Kirkhof, we have all the space we need to create the
which loops through their complex every 12 ultimate environment” “Our business phi
losophy is giving people the biggest bang for
minutes.
The Cottages, which are all fully their buck. We aim to deliver the most value
furnished, will have 4 bedrooms and 4 Vi and eliminate the need for students to go
bathrooms in both the single-home or du elsewhere.”
Upon completion of this building
plex styles. Every detail that would invoke
upscale student living has been incorporated phase, the near-term plan for the cottage area
into the design including a 51” flat screen TV is to build an outdoor sport-court and a grill/
in the living room, a huge granite breakfast fire-pit area to further invoke the relaxed cot
bar, wood-type plank flooring, second-floor tage feel. In the meantime the cottage resi
laundry and an over-sized refrigerator. The dents are encouraged to take advantage of
1,800 square foot homes also have a “flexible the many property amenities including the

Q

pool and hot tub, 1.3 mile disc golf course,
outdoor volleyball court, the newly built
sports field, the full court indoor gym, fitness
room, free tanning, and classes offered in the
yoga studio in the rec center.
The Campus View vision is that
when students leave campus they come
home to a comfortable living space in a
neighborhood full of friends and classmates
where they can enjoy their downtime to the
fullest. Their event team runs CV Recreation
League which covers everything from a co
ed Volleyball League to Bingo to watching
the Superbowl and eating pizza with hun
dreds of your neighbors.
Frequently you can find Campus
View serving Breakfast at the Bus Stop to
residents along Pierce Street. It is a constant
focus to have fun together including pancake
breakfasts, a block party, bracket pool play
for March Madness, dodge ball and disc golf
tournaments, and food tables during exams.
“Most of our best ideas for fun come from
our tenants, its easy to meet people here and
that’s the goal.” Brian said.
The Cottage model is nearly com
pleted and will be open for tours beginning
the first week of November. If you are inter
ested in viewing floor plans for the Cottages,
visit www.campusviewhousing.com or call
(616)896-6678. Their office hours are Mon
day through Friday from 9 AM to 5 PM.
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• FITNESS CENTER • GAME ROOM • SPACIOUS DECKS • SITE SECURITY •
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BASKETBALL COURT • BREAKFAST BAR • FREE CABLE & INTERNET
jINll'l
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CopperBeech
CALL & SCHEDULE A TOUR TODAY!
(616)895-2900 • CBEECH.COM
10295 48th Ave I Allendale, Ml 49401 11 * Q
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Copper Beech housing offers
ooking for a place areas with 1, 2, 3 or 4 bed
to live next year? rooms. Students also have
Grand Valley State the option to choose if they
University
stu would like their living area
come fully furnished.
dents need look no to
further
“We liked how spa
than Copper Beech’s townhomes and apartments. cious the townhomes were
Located
conveniently and that there was a washer
within minutes of GVSU’s and dryer unit,” said GVSU
Allendale Campus, Copper seniors Kristen Kuppler
Beech offers various living and Megan Keller.
options to choose from.
“We also liked the
Whether you would feature of having our own
like your own townhome or bathrooms, and having a
prefer to live with friends, half bath in the downstairs
Copper Beech will meet area for guests.”
your needs, offering living
Kristen and Megan

a

have lived at Copper Beech
for a year and a half and
chose the apartment com
plex for its many benefits.
“Our favorite part
about Copper Beech is the
friendliness of the staff,”
Megan and Kristen said.
“We also like that they have
a good security team and
that the maintenance is
available when needed ”
Choosing to live at
Copper Beech also comes
with a lot of amenities such
as high speed Internet, free
cable and garbage pickup.

Grand Valley State University | September 29th
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ample living space for tenants
opper Beech has
basketball
and
volleyball
courts
both
indoors
and outdoors so you can
be sure to have fun with
your friends and neighbors.
If you’re not on the
court, you could be hanging out
in the lounge, watching TV or
playing pool with your friends.
Copper
Beech
also
sports an updated fitness cen
ter, which is open 24/7 so you
can get in a workout no matter
what time it is.
Worried about your car
making it through the long

Q

West Michigan winter? Copper
Beech has you covered offering
carports and attached garages;
a feature not offered anywhere
else. But if you don’t happen
to have a car there’s no need to
fret. Copper Beech has a bus
stop for Route 48 located with
in the complex for students to
use to get to campus and their
classes.
Prices aren’t set for next
year, but spots will go fast so
stop in and ask the friendly staff
to reserve your spot at Copper
Beech today. Don’t forget to
bring your friends along too!
“We
would
recom

mend someone to live at Cop
per Beech because they have so
many options for living. The
price is right and the staff is
friendly,” said Kristen and Me
gan.
“No matter what style of
apartment you choose, there is
plenty of space for you and all of
your roommates and friends.”
Make your year great
by choosing Copper Beech and
love where you live! For more
information on Copper Beech
townhomes, visit www.cbeech.
com/allendale or call (616)895-2900 to speak with one of
their many staff members.
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MeadowsCrossing
apartments | the place to be
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Meadows Crossing is the place to be
hoosing the right place to fully created an environment suitable
live can make all the dif to meet the needs of both hard-work
ference when it comes to ing students and those who need some
enjoying the school year alone time to de-stress from school.
and making the most out Within each living space, residents
of it. To save time when searching
have their
for own private bedroom and
that perfect next move, why not start bathroom. In case the noise of room
your search at Meadows Crossing, an mates tends to seep through the walls,
apartment complex whose comfort, Meadows provides a study center with
convenience, privacy and location a computer lab, as well as free print
ing and copying, for those who need a
outdo its competitors.
Meadows Crossing offers quiet space to get homework done.
When it’s time for a study
their residents more than just a place
with a roof over it. To start, residents break, take a walk over to The Mead
have their choice between eight dif ows Crossing Retail Shoppes to grab
ferent living space layouts with two- a bite to eat, workout or buy some
bedroom or four-bedroom options drinks. One of their latest attractions,
starting as low as $449. Residents can Mully s Bar and Grill, features cheap
choose between 12 and 10-month drink specials, delicious appetizers
leases, and individual leases are avail and an overall great atmosphere to
able so residents are not responsible if hang out with your neighbors. Next
their roommate happens to miss rent. door to Mully s is the Hip Party Store
The community is conveniently locat for a quick stop for snacks, but if you’d
ed at the GVSU entrance at 10745 48th like to lounge for a bit, check out the
Avenue in Allendale and is easy walk Grand Valley Hookah Lounge.
One of the most popular
ing distance from two bus-stops.
Each apartment comes fully amenities is their 24/7 fitness facil
equipped with furniture and kitchen ity. During the warmer months, resi
appliances. Living areas feature a sofa, dents can enjoy a workout outside at
side chair, tables and entertainment Meadows’ resort-style pool and spa,
stands. Separate laundry rooms in beach volleyball area and basketball
clude a full-size washer and dryer, and court. However, during those harsh
bedrooms come with a full-sized bed, days of winter, residents can always
enjoy Meadows’ clubhouse ameni
night stand, desk/chair and dresser.
Equally important to ensur ties; a state-of-the-art tanning center
ing comfort, is their goal to ensure pri and recreation room with Ping-Pong,
vacy. Meadows Crossing has success Foosball and Pool, all of which are free

Q

to residents.
Speaking of free, parking is
one of the main distinguishers from
other apartment complexes! Every
resident who signs a lease by October
31 receives free parking once they’ve
registered for a parking pass, which
allows residents to park near their
front doors or under established park
ing shelters when winter storms hit.
Through their website, residents can
also print off guest parking passes at
any hour to ensure their guests’ cars
don’t get ticketed.
“No other complex offers
online guest parking passes acces
sible anytime of the day,” said Karen
Bier-Hobbs, the property manager of
Meadows Crossing. “It’s a 24/7 service
for our residents who have guests that
arrive after office hours.”
Bier-Hobbs emphasized the
convenience of the “online everything”
shift that Meadows Crossing is mak
ing in an effort to make things such as,
paying for rent, placing maintenance
orders and even posting classified ads,
simpler for residents.
Located on the corner of
48th Avenue and W. Campus Drive,
this well-kept apartment community
is home to those who choose loca
tion, convenience and comfort as top
priorities. For prospective residents,
Meadows Crossing is only a lease away
toward a better living and college ex
perience.
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Time-saving cleaning tricks
leaning does not have
to be such a difficult
job. There are a number
of time-saving strate
gies to keep the mess to
a minimum and keep your
afternoons free from all-day cleaning
marathons.
* Do the dishes after every
meal. A sink full of dishes can make
the kitchen look like a mess, and let
ting dishes pile up increases the risk
of an insect infestation. Although it
may seem like a chore, keeping on top
of dishes actually reduces your work
load.
* Protect your microwave.
The inside of the microwave tends to
get dirty rather quickly. Heating up
snacks or quick meals may result in
spill-overs or splatter. To cut down
on cleaning time, stack several paper
towels on the turntable. Should a spill
occur, simply discard the top paper
towel for an easy clean-up.
* Switch your soap. Glycerin

Q

or liquid soaps do not have tradi
tional binders that are in many bar
soaps. Without the binders, which are
the primary cause of soap scum, you
will have to contend with much less
soap scum in showers and sinks. To
weekend
further cut down on soap scum, use a
small, flexible squeegee to wipe down
tile walls and glass doors after each
shower.
* Work from the top down.
Dust and dirt settles at the lowest lev
els. Avoid messing up what you have
just cleaned by beginning any clean
ing task high up and moving down
ward. Therefore, dust shelves and
cobwebs from ceiling corners first,
then tackle tables and other surfaces
before ultimately cleaning the floors.
* Concentrate on one room
at a time. Some people suffer from
cleaning attention deficit disorder.
This means they’ll begin one task and
then go into another room for some
thing and start a new task, and so on.
Focus on one room at a time to save

time. You will do a more thorough
job with less frustration.
* Rely on baking soda and
vinegar as cleaning products. These
kitchen staples are the workhorses
of many cleaning projects. A mix of
baking soda and vinegar can dislodge
a clogged drain and be added to a
wash to freshen towels and linens. A
paste of baking soda can often scour
tough stains, like marker, while vine
gar has been known to neutralize pet
odors from accidents.
* Think outside the box. A
can of Coca-Cola can be effective at
cleaning the ring in the toilet. An un
sweetened package of Kool-Aid brand
lemonade can be used to freshen and
clean an empty dishwasher. The citric
acid will scour the inside and get rid
of any scaling or hard water stains.
Cleaning is a task that may
not be enjoyable, but it is a necessary
evil of healthy living. Keeping on top
of the mess can save time in the long
run.
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VIEW

3 or 4 Bedrooms
Optional Garage
Private Bedroom/Bathroom

;

Premium Kitchen
52" Flat Screen TV
4 Bedroom/4.5 baths
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1 or 2 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished Units
Studio Units Available
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Campus View offers prime location
n addition to their new cot
tages, Campus View also has
apartments and townhouses
available for students at
Grand Valley State Univer
sity. These living options are
conveniently located on 42nd
Pierce Street, a half mile from the heart
of the Allendale Campus. Campus View
brings Grand Valley students a blend of
affordable living with great amenities that
can’t be beat anywhere.
The focal point of resident life
at Campus View is around the recreation
center called the Off-Kirk, which is open
24/7. It is a large, multi-purpose facility
including a full-court gym for basketball
and volleyball, a yoga, game, and theatre
room, gaming Ion, private study rooms,
a tanning booth, and an exercise facility.
“We are holding events year around to
keep our residents active in the communi
ty and this year we formalized the program
as the "CV Recreation League”, said Brian
Gardner, property owner. “Our residents
participate in volleyball and basketball
leagues, dodgeball tournaments, bingo
games, movie nights, tailgate and block
arties, and our blow out party for the
oliday’s”. “Our goal is to bring everyone
together with whatever event ideas work,
the best ones come from our resident sug

a

gestions”.
Residents have plenty of op
tions to get to campus. They are within
walking distance and certainly the Rap
ids bus stop for route 48 on Pierce Street.
But, also there is a private, Campus View
shuttle and
that continually loops through the
Avenue
complex to bring residents to the Kirkhof
Center every 10 minutes. Throughout the
fall you will see the CV event team serv
ing residents “Breakfast at the Bus Stop”
along Pierce Street. Brian said “sometimes
its easier for us to go to the resident rather
than ask them to come to us........this has
turned into a crowd favorite”.
Campus View takes advantage
of it’s expansive property by developing it
for use by the resident community. This
summer they built a full-size sports field
and shooting wall. “We are fortunate to
have a large part of the lacrosse team living
at Campus View. As a way to “give back
to the team we built a regulation size field
for their use as well as for the enjoyment
of the rest of our community”. Campus
View’s extensive property has also allowed
them to build a 1.3-mile disc golf course
throughout the complex and host several
tournaments in conjunction with the disc
golf club. Also, residents can enjoy the
resort-style pool and hot tub area, which is
kept open year round.

Campus View offers many dif
ferent floor plan options accommodating
students who want to live by themselves
all the way to living for 4 roommates each
with their own bathroom. Students who
want to live in an apartment can choose
between their fully furnished studio, one
bedroom or two bedroom options. Com
pared to the other complexes at Grand
Valley, the apartments are well-priced. For
example, a two-bedroom apartment costs
$545 for a nine-month lease and $480 for a
12 month lease. These prices are based on
two-person occupancy and are per person,
per month. The apartments come fully
furnished and they are conveniently locat
ed next door to the recreation center, “offKirk”. Wireless internet is also included.
The townhomes offer three and
four bedroom options ranging from 1.5
bath to 4.5 bath. Residents may bring
their own furniture or rent it from Cam
pus View for $35 per month. The most
common style (four bedroom 2 bath)
townhome costs $370 for a 12 month lease
and $440 for a 9 month lease. Pricing for
all of the options can be found on Campus
Views website at www.campusviewhousing.com or call (616)-895-6678. Campus
View’s office hours are Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m with Saturday
tours from 1 -4pm.
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Experience downtown living & enjoy
the best amenities around. Located
directly across the river from campus.
ft

\
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A:.k .itmut GVSU student
016 /76 'WOO

www pla/atowersnpartinonls.com

stuff specials'
231 W Fulton

Mi
Pi
*4nNER
1DGE
Featuring ground-level apartments that look
& feel like condos. Ideally located between
Allendale & Grand Rapids.
610 463 7999

www pinoridye apartments com

2/00 Pinondye Dr. NW

1 & 2 Bedroom apartments in the heart of
downtown; less than a mile from downtown
campus.
,

Income restrictions & student status restrictions may apply

616.234.0100

www.loftsapartments com

26 Sheldon Blvd SE

Highland Place
.ipartments

Studio & One-Bedroom Apartments designed
with comfort & style. Distinctive downtown flair,
without the city price!
616.234.0100 www.highlandplaceapartments.com

405 Washington SE
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Living options at Eenhoorn
enhoorn Properties owns
the following four apart
ment complexes: each of
fers everything you could
want in an apartment at a
reasonable price.

Plaza Towers
The first complex, Plaza Tow
ers, is located at 201 W. Fulton St. in
downtown Grand Rapids. The highrise
is located on the Grand River and all
rooms have either a riverside view or a
beautiful view of the downtown.
Amenities include a pool, in
door hot tub, a sports deck, three grills,
a basketball court, two tennis courts,
a cinema room and a sauna. They also
offer dry cleaning pick up and drop off
services, as well as laundry. This year,
Plaza Towers is updating all of the apart
ments to include hardwood floors, gran
ite countertops and new cabinets. Secu
rity and maintenance are available 24/7.
“Were walking distance from
downtown, and the major perk of living
here is that our location is amazing,” said
Maha, the property manager.
A studio apartment starts at
$950, a one bedroom starts at $1260 and
a two bedroom starts at $1623. Rent in
cludes heat and 74 cable channels. An
additional $15 will include water, sewer

and trash pickup. There is parking avail
able and there is also a bus stop on site.

Pineridge Apartments
Pineridge Apartments has
some of the same great amenities in a
more spacious location. This complex
is tucked away in a quiet wooded area
between Grand Valley State University’s
Allendale and Pew campuses between
Wilson Avenue and 3 Mile Road in
Walker.
“I love these apartments be
cause, especially for Grand Valley stu
dents, we are a central location,” said
Anela, the complex’s property manager.
Pineridge offers a free gym
membership, laundry facilities, off-street
parking and a free coffee bar and cook
ies. The apartment is also pet friendly to
animals 50 pounds and under.
All apartments are single story.
Prices for studios start at $520, one bed
rooms start at
$680 and two bedrooms start at $800.

The Lofts
The Lofts, located in the heart
of downtown Grand Rapids on Sheldon
Boulevard, offer many amenities, which
include, but are not limited to a 24-hour
fitness center, computer lab, a commu
nity lounge and laundry facilities.

Each apartment has a fully fur
nished kitchen, carpeting, ample closet
space, central air and is cable and inter
net ready. These rooms include excep
tional city views, are pet friendly for an
additional fee (35 pounds and under)
and have covered parking available for
rent.
A one-bedroom apartment
starts at $556. A two bedroom with one
bath is $660, and a two bedroom with
two bathrooms starts at $660 and ranges
up to $824. Heat is included in the rent.

Highland Place
Highland Place is the final
complex available from Eenhoorn Prop
erties. It is located at 405 Washington St.
in the Historic District of Heritage Hill
in downtown Grand Rapids. Amenities
include 24-hour emergency mainte
nance, laundry facilities, free off-street
parking and it is pet friendly.
Apartment amenities include
air conditioning, dishwasher, refrigera
tor, ample closet space, simulated wood
plank flooring, upgraded kitchens and
garbage disposals. All units are cable
and Internet ready, as well.
Highland Place offers only stu
dio and one-bedroom apartments. Pric
ing is available by phone at (616) 2340881.
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ull Circle Townhomes
doesn’t just think green
when it comes to saving
on rent money, they’re also
LEED certified and Energy

H

Star efficient.
Along
with
competitively
priced rent per bedroom - $585 for twobedroom, $520 for a three-bedroom and
$480 for a four-bedroom - Full Circle
Townhomes is running a special one
month free deal until November 30. But
owner-manager Darcie Whiddon said
they don’t have many units left, and sug
gests that interested students sign a lease
X*.
soon.
“By leasing now, each stu
dent will get one months rent for free,”
Whiddon said. “That’s a savings of up to
$1,920.” But the energy efficient status
can also save tenants hundreds of dollars
on utility costs, too.
Full Circle Townhomes esti
mates savings of more than $800 annu
ally for each tenant, which is almost half
off of what other complexes around the
campus pay.
“It’s a great place to live because
it gives students the opportunity to
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make a positive impact on the environ
ment,” Whiddon said. “By living at Full
Circle, the tenants will breathe healthier
air; they’ll save thousands of gallons of
fresh water; and they save hundreds of
dollars on utilities.”
The eight available units come
in two, three, or four-bedroom op
tions and each unit is built with greenfocused materials including “Green
Wood” floors, “Green Label Plus” carpet
made from recycled materials and dual
flushing toilets.
The “green philosophy” is just
one aspect that drew GVSU student and
resident Chelsie Hernandez to Full Cir
cle Townhomes.
“Everything you would expect
to have in a home is included in Full Cir
cle Townhomes,” Hernandez said. “For
example there is a washer, dryer, and
dishwasher in each unit, plus each bed
room has its own personal bathroom.”
“Student’s should consider liv
ing at Full Circle Townhomes because
the bedrooms are spacious enough to
not only just fit a bed, TV, etc., but also
everything else a successful college stu
dent would need, like a desk, and still

live comfortably,” she said.
“The location is perfect, it’s
close to campus so its convenient, but
its secluded enough to where you are
able to get a homey and relaxed atmo
sphere,” Hernandez said.
Included in the monthly rent is
high speed internet, cable, parking, wa
ter, snow removal, recycling and trash just another way Full Circle Townhomes
is trying to save tenants money. And the
free, assigned parking spaces insure ten
ants always have somewhere to park by
their unit.
With a think-green focus and a
great location, Hernandez said it was an
easy choice to make, and it only helped
that the staff is understanding and will
ing to help students, unlike some larger
complexes, she said.
“I’ve heard horror stories from
other students on campus about awful
landlord’s and staff that they have had to
deal with in situations where they live.
Full Circle is not like that at all,” Hernan
dez said. “Full Circle Townhomes’ staff
are all people whom are super friendly,
easy to get along with and truly care
about you.”

Full Circle Townhomes Saves Green
ONE MONTH'S FREE RENT!

Full Circle Townhomes is
Allendale's only eco-friendly,
LEED Silver certified rental

community!

2,3, & 4 Bedroom / Bathroom Units

NOW LEASING

www.fulicirclegvsu.com

contact@fullcirclegvsu.com

616.558.8853
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ALL Utilities Inch
• Fitness Center
• Study Area
Game Room/Lounge
• Laundry Facility
• Spacious Bedrooms!
• individual Leases
Convenient Location

e Check Us Outl
212 Grandville Ave

rent@hopsonflats.com
.
■

HopsonFlats.com
The Future of Downtown Living. Today

hopsonflats

Downtown Living with Hopson Flats
he city of Grand Rapids was brick walls. The historic building offers
voted the top destination the best of both worlds with its urban,
to check out in 2014. Resi modern feel.
“If you don’t know anyone in
dents at Hopson Flats aren’t
just checking out the city the city, it’s an easy way to meet new peo
ple and
though- they’re living in the thick
of it. make those first connections,”
Located downtown, the apartment com said Lindsay Jensen, the property man
ager.
plex has something for everybody.
Leases run for 12 months. A 10
Walk out the front door and
take a right you’re at The Intersection lis month lease is also available for an ad
tening to We The Kings or All Time Low. ditional $50 per month for individual
Need a drink? Take a left and across the leases or $100 per month for entire flat
street you’re at The Founders Brewing leases. Lease rates have not been set yet
for next year.
Company.
Pets are welcome with full unit
You can meet Griff and Finn,
the Griffins’ mascots, at a hockey game at leases and residents are allowed two
the Van Andel Arena or go swing dance small animals. Go ahead and bring Bud
in the summer or skate on the ice rink at dy and Mittens.
At Hopson Flats, utilities are in
Rosa Parks Circle.
Residents looking to venture a cluded in the rent so residents don’t have
little further into the city need only walk to worry about forgetting to make pay
next door to The Rapid Central Station, ments for electric, heating, air condition
ing or water and sewer. Cable/Intemet is
hop on the next bus and you’re off.
Hopson Flats offers 2, 3 and $20 a month per person.
If you’re not up for a night out
4-person units. Each apartment has
wood floors, high ceilings and interior on the town, Hopson Flats has a Fitness

a

Center, a quiet reading lounge and an
entertainment and game room. You can
play ping-pong, shuffieboard or watch a
movie with friends.
If you’re one of those people
who clean for fun, there are on-site laun
dry facilities. With card access laundry
machines you won’t have to worry about
digging up extra coins from your couch
before washing your clothes.
There is parking available in the
city lot located behind the building and
access is allocated on a monthly basis.
It’s one of the most affordable lots down
town, rates are available upon request.
There is also street parking available in
the area.
Grand Rapids is the place to
be and Hopson Flats is the place to live.
Schedule a tour to come visit by contact
ing 616-644-2846 or rent@hopsonflats.
com.
Office hours are Monday
through Friday, 8a.m. to 4 p.m., or by
private appointment. Hopson Flats is lo
cated at 212 Grandville Ave. SW.
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Grove offers new housing options in Allendale
tarting in August 2015,
students at Grand Val
ley State University will
have a new option for offcampus living, The Grove.
With a focus on providing students
with comfortable apartments, The
Groves goal is to help them make the
most of their college experience.
Located at 4967 Pierce St., The
Grove will feature lockable bedrooms,
private bathrooms, walk-in closets and
a washer and dryer in each unit. Stu
dents can choose between a two bed
room apartment at 910 square feet or a
three bedroom with 1,142 square feet,
both options are fully furnished.
Lets focus on that phrase
fully furnished for a hot second. Each
apartment has a full kitchen with a mi
crowave, disposal, ice maker and plen
ty of cabinet space. Bedrooms have
a comfort-able bed, study desk and
chair, and a bedside table. Plus, the liv
ing room has over-sized micro-suede
furniture, and the dining area comes

with a table and chairs. Moving into
these apartments will be a breeze.
Students also won’t have to
worry about paying lots of bills since
most utilities are already included.
Residents will have high speed inter
net, a premium cable package, water
and trash service, and a $25 allowance
for electricity each month. Another
bonus, free parking and access to The
Rapids 48 bus route to the Kirkhof
Center on the Allendale Campus.
The Grove offers amenities
such as a full coffee bar, a 24-hour
fitness center, indoor tanning, a Har
vard-style library and a tavern-style
game room, among others. During the
warmer months, residents can enjoy
the grilling area, fire pit, resort- style
pool, liquid lounge, full basketball
court and sand volleyball.
“We want The Grove to feel
like a community; not just an apart
ment complex,” said Spencer Rich
ardson, Sales Manager at The Grove.
“We do this by creating a fun, relaxed

atmosphere where people can come
and hangout with friends or come and
meet new people.”
Prices for The Groves apart
ments vary by community. However,
all students will sign for an individual
lease rather than an apartment lease.
This means if your roommate forgets
about rent, you’re not responsible for
it. There are also roommate matching
services available if you don’t already
have one.
In addition, The Grove is pet
friendly, so bring along your four
legged friends. To find out if this loca
tion will allow your animal, call their
friendly associates at (888)-Grove4U.
The size and weight of the pet must
also be approved by the general man
ager of the community.
For more information, visit
them on Facebook at The Grove Al
lendale or follow them on Twitter at
www.twitter.com/GroveAllendale.
The Grove can also be reached by
email at infoallendale@gogrove.com.
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ts signing a NEW lease only. Please contact a leasing agent for
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Located on
both the 37
& 48 Bus
Routes.

I

Sign a NEW lease for
2015-2016 on or before
October 16th, 2014 and
qreceive a $250 credit

06M) money doun

NOW
4832 W. Campus Or. Suite A100, Allendale, Ml 49401
616.895.5904 | www.campuswest.net
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Campus West Apartments

Offers student-oriented community
ampus West Apart 4.5 bathroom townhomes. Each
ments is a student- apartment and townhome varies
oriented community in price based on the number of
and a home away from bedrooms and bathrooms. The
home located right offered variety enables individu
next to Grand Valley State
als to
Uni
find exactly what they are
looking for. Stop in the office to
versity’s Allendale Campus.
The leasing and manage day to find out more information
ment office urges current and fu on all of their available units!
Want to bring your dog?
ture residents to take advantage of
the discounts they are featuring. No problem! Dogs are allowed
For new tenants, they are offer in Campus West’s 4 bedroom, 2
ing a $250 rental credit to those bathroom townhomes in a spe
who sign a lease before October cific area of the complex. For
16, 2014. The credit can be used those who do not want to leave
for paying the application fee or your four-legged friend at home,
be sure to contact the leasing of
saved for later use towards rent.
Senior Lynzie Gotshall fice for additional information.
Campus West provides
has returned to Campus West for
a
variety
of amenities to its resi
the third consecutive year.
“I really like the environ dents. The Community Building
ment,” she said. “I have a lot of includes a gym facility for when
friendly neighbors, plus they’re you’re in need of a good workout,
cheaper than most of the com a study lounge when you’re look
plexes, so you’re getting more of ing for a quiet place to get some
a bargain for what you’re getting.” work done and a recreational
The complex offers a few room for when you’re looking
different apartment and town- to take a break from all of that
home options. Students can lease studying! Just ask Gotshall, who
apartments ranging from one- told us “The gym is 24 hours, so
bedroom suites to 4 bedroom, it’s really convenient.”

Q

Students living at Cam
pus West have access to free tan
ning, available by making an ap
pointment through the office.
Also available to residents is high
speed Wi-Fi and expanded cable
for when your favorite show is
on.
Campus West also likes
to host events for their residents.
This past month they hosted a
Golf Scramble and Pig Roast for
students and community mem
bers. They also host cookouts on
Friday nights during the GVSU
football season and encourage
students to visit their tent before
Saturday night games.
The location of the com
plex is extremely beneficial as res
idents have access to both the 37
and 48 bus routes. There are two
bus stops available for students to
use to reach their destinations.
“I like that we have both
bus routes,” Gotshall said. “The
ride is always short no matter
where you’re going.”
For more information
about Campus West, visit http://
www.campuswest.net/.
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Paint-free ways to brighten your home
any students want to pick up their paint
paintbrushes in an effort to make their apart
ments more colorful. But lease agree
ments typically don’t allow tenants to
paint their walls.
The following are a handful of paint-free
ways to add some splashes of color to your home
this fall.
* Bring nature inside. Flowers and plants can
make colorful additions to a home’s interior. Flow
ers tend to be aromatic, which can make a stuffy
house in which windows need to be kept closed a
lot more pleasant. Plants and flowers also can im
prove indoor air quality.
* Invest in some colorful throw pillows.
Natural sunlight brightens a room come spring
and summer. But sunlight is increasingly scarce as
fall turns into winter, and rooms that do not boast
too many colorful accents can quickly grow drab as
summertime sunlight dwindles. Instead of buying
new furniture, invest in some colorful throw pillows
to give a room a more vibrant look. Patterns can be
mixed and matched to provide some contrast and
transform a room from somewhere to spend time
into a sight to behold.
* Add some artwork. Another way to add
color to the walls without dusting off your paint
brush is to hang some colorful artwork. Paintings
that feature bold colors tend to draw your immedi
ate attention when you enter a room, and that qual
ity can make you forget the room is not benefitting
from natural light. If you want to go the extra mile,
find a painting that features colors which match
throw pillows or other accessories in the room. This
way your walls and your accessories are working to
gether make the room more colorful.
* Rug it out. A throw rug is another acces
sory that can brighten a room without much effort
or financial investment on the part of homeowners.
When choosing a throw rug, find one that’s color
ful but does not clash considerably with existing
furnishings, as you don’t want the rug to draw at
tention for all the wrong reasons. You have more
freedom with regard to rugs if you’re furnishing an
empty room, as you can choose whichever rug you
look and then choose additional furnishings based
on the rug.
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FIND THE

PERFECT HOME
FOR YOU AT 48WE9T

now leading for the

2015/2016 SCHOOL YEAR
private bedrooms & bathrooms
furnished or unfurnished units
west
large porches or balconies
washer & dryer in every unit
l 2 and 4 bedroom styles
STOP IN TODAY
six unique floor plans
FORAtOUR
fiee wi fi & morel
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apply online today at
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48we9t.com
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SCAVENGER HUNT
October 4th @ 12pm

Regeter m the 48west leasing office by October fell
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Lifetime connections and
o you’re on your way
to class when yet
another housing fly
er catches your eye.
“Oh it’s from the same place
I visited last week...yeah, that
free concert bash at 48west.
Wait, why are they talking
about housing so early?”
48west knows how im
portant it is to secure housing
earlier because housing fills
up quickly in Allendale. Now
is the time to start your hous
ing search for 2015!
48west
understands
how important options are
when it comes to choosing
a place to live. This is why
48west offers individual leas
es in all 1, 2, & 4 bedroom op

tions.
Each apartment in
cludes central air, full size
washers and dryers, dish
washers, individual bath
rooms, free wifi and so much
more.
There are 6 unique
floor plans to choose from and
awesome amenities, such as
the 24/7 theatre, game room,
gym, multi-sports court, two
onsite restaurants and don’t
forget about the outdoor
lounge complete with 20 per
son hot tub.
Come take a tour and
see for yourself!
“I love living here!!!
It’s so close to campus and it’s
really convenient for school.

I’ve already used the com
mon building!! Also, I love
the “town” atmosphere here!!!
It’s so nice to be able to walk
to get ice cream, the gym,
and the game room! 48west is
simply amazing!”
Resident review from
apartment ratings 9/6/14.
“48west is a great place
to live. It’s nice to have your
own room and bathroom, the
apartments are newer, and the
amenities are worth the mon
ey spent. The staff is super
nice and helpful, maintenance
is awesome as well. Glad to
have lived here as long as I
have.”
Resident review from
apartment ratings 9/8/14.

__
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I e also know you are
Lf f i not just looking for
a place to live but
looking for a place
to live, study, relax, socialize
and grow!
48west provides many
events for residents and in
dividuals in the community
to enjoy.
Every fall 48west
hosts an annual scavenger
hunt on October 4th that
gives you a chance to win a
semester (up to $3000.) in
free rent!
Be sure to sign up with
3 of your friends by October
1st for a chance to win.
Other events range
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from hot tub parties, Bon
fires, pancakes at midnight,
art classes, Griffin and White
Cap games, trips to Chicago
and more!
Participating in one
of these fun events will build
life time connections for
you.
Many of you enjoy
partaking in hobbies and fa
vorite pass times.
At 48west you can
turn this passion into your
very own sponsored event.
We will market, spon
sor, and help you create new
friendships with a resident
led event.
We know that many

of you have a heart and com
passion for your Allendale
community.
With the ample serv
ing opportunities such as
volunteering at the Ronald
McDonald House and feed
ing the homeless at Take
Hold Church in downtown
Grand Rapids allows resi
dents to give back to the
community.
48west makes apply
ing so easy and convenient
online at www.48west.com.
Get everything you
want by applying early with
your roommates now!
Like us on Facebook!
#48west #livethisway.

new experiences at 48west
rnr-
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